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Young Wild West Staking a Tenderfoot
OR, ARIETTA AND THE GRIZZLY BEAR
By AN OLD ·SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-The Tenderfoot.
The railroad station called Shakedown was not
much, either in size or in style of architecture.
But it answered its purpose pretty well, since
there was but one train in and one out each day,
Sundays excepted. The mining camp the station
took its name from was located in the southwestern part of Colorado, about fifty miles from Silverton, and for a short time it was a hustling
place, indeed. But this was a few years ago
when the population of that part of the region
known as the Wild West was nothing much to
speak of, and law and order was not much in evidence. The exploiters of a scheme to float mining stock had raised a sufficient amount to induce
the railroad company to build a single track to·
Shakedown, where rich deposits of silver and
gold had been discovered, and simply waited to
be taken from the ea1·th and converted into legal
tender, so the advertisement of the mining company stated; and for about six months there was
a hustle there.
Then it ceased and Shakedown became a thing
of the past. The rails were taken up and where
a screaming, puffing locomotive had pursued its
way, was nothing but a wild trail over the mountains. Of course many were benefited by the big
splurge the company made, but that was to he
expected. There was considerable gold dust taken
f r om the placers, but the shafts that were sunk
proved to be a Ioss. All sorts of rough characters came to the mining camp, and with a .p opulation of a hundred and fifty souls, Shakedown was
truly a "red-hot" place. One afternoon as the
train pulled in at the station, while the camp was
in full bloom, a solitary passenger alighted upon
the shaky platform and stood looking about him,
as though he knew not which way to go.
In hls hand was a respectable-looking grip, and
the neat business suit and straw hat he wore told
!Plainly that he was a stranger in those parts.
We say he, for the passenger was a young man
- of ;perhaps twenty-three, well built and rather
h andsome. Perhaps half ·a dozen rough-looking
men had gathered at the station t o see what the
train would bring in, and when they saw the
}'OUng man alight, all eyes were, of cours.e~ t urned
upon him. But when h e hesjtated about moving
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from the pla tform, broad g rins showed on their
faces, and one of them called out:
"How did yer git •so far away from your mamma, kid?"
·
"Well, I am a rather long distance from my
mother," was t he r eply, as the young man dropped his .g rip upon the platform and looked at the
man r ather boldly. "Since you want to know
why, I'll tell you that I eame here on businl ss.
But I h ad no idea that Shakedown was such a
place as this. I expected to see a big town with
plent_y of smelting plants in view. But I ~ disappomted, for all I can see are a few •shanties and
a general appearance of roughness."
·
"Is that so?" queried Slasher ID an, acting very
much as though he did not like the way the young
man, spoke. "See here, my tenderfoot friend!
Don t yer know it's dangerous fer a galoot ter
talk that way here? Why, only last night a
,g reaser got. shot dead jest 'cause he said he didn't
like ther. t?wn· You take my advice an' don't go
ter ru!1nm down Shakedown! I, fer one, won't
allow 1t, that'•s all!"
"See here," said the young man, looking sharply
at the ruffian, "I hadn't Said anything against
this town, as you call it, any more than to remark that it is not at all like I expected to find
it. I am not going to run it down so there will
be no necessity of shooting me, I ~ish you would
kindly direct me to a hotel."
"Wow!" exclaimed Slasher Dan. "So yer want'
ter go to a hotel, eh? Well all right then
We'll let it ,go at that. Com~ on. we•ii ;pilot
yer to ther ·best :place in town." _
The tenderfoot picked up his grip and then
Slasher Dan and his companions quickly left the
platform an~ headed for a big square shanty
that bad a sign across the front declaring it to
be a hotel with accommodations for man and
beast.
"Hello, Gill'• called out the "bad man," for
such he surely was, as the expression- goes.
"Here's a guest fer yer. He's jest blew in from
ther East, I reckon. He's a little surprised not
t er see a lot of big tall bui!din's an' cars runnin'
through ther town. But' I reckon· he'll git used
t er it, all right. He's here on business, too."
"Come right on, young man,'' the proprietor of
the establishment answered, as he eyeli the
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stranger closely. "What do yel' want ter do, pay
for what yer eat at each meal an' pay for your
lodgin' as yer go, or do yer want ter board by
ther week?"
"I will pay for my supper, lodging and breakfast, I think," was the reply. "I don't know just
how long I '¥ill stay here."
"Oh, I see. Kinder got disgusted with Shakedown, I suppose."
"Oh, I don't mean that I am going to leave this
part of the country very soon," said the stranger.
"I came out here on business, but I can't tell just
how long· I will remain in your town. I may have
to go outside of it a little. How much shall I
pay you for my supper, lodgi ng and breakfast?"
"Well, bein's it's you, I'll let yer off for six
dollars," was the reply.
"Very well, sir," and the money was quickly
produced.
Those in the place watched him sharply when
they saw him place his hand in his pocket, and
when the tenderfoot merely showed a few dollars
as he paid the proprietor, they looked at each
other and shook their heads.
"Putty nigh brnke," whispered one.
"It sorter looks that way," another answered.
"I s'pose he's come out here ter strike it rich,
like a whole let more does. Well, most likely
he'll do some walkin' afore he gits back to ther
East again."
This caused a ripple of laughter, and hearing
it, the stranger turned and looked at them in surprise.
"We ain't laughin' at you," Slasher Dan spoke
up. "We was jest thinkin' of a funny little sto1·y
we heard last night."
"I thought maybe you was thinking of the
greaser who got shot dead because he didn't like
the town."
There was a tinge of sarcasm in the stranger's
tone as he said this:
"What greaser was that what got shot last
night, Dan? '• the proprietor asked, turning to the
big ruffian.
"Oh, -1 just told this galoot that to sorter scare
him/' was the reply. . ,
"Well, you didn't scare me much, did you?" and
the tenderfoot smiled broadly now. "Maybe you think I can't scare yer, young feller," snapped Dan, his eyes flashing angrily.
"Well, I don't care to get in any trouble with
you or any one else. I didn't come here to take
part in barroom fights. But if you are anxious
to have me . thrash you, why you just give me
good cause and I will show you how quick I will
do it."
A low exclamation of astonishment went Uf..
from the proprietor. He looked at .Slasher Dan s
companions and shook his head, as much as to
say that the tenderfoot was all there, and if
Slasher Dan was not careful he would get the
thl'ashing he seemed to be itching for. But the
big ruffian _who was trying to provoke a quarrel
with the stl'anger did not seem to feel much
afraid.
,
"You're a putty good bluffer, young feller," he
declared. "I reckon you have been readin' some
things in books what ain't exactly so. Maybe you
have got an idea that you kin clean up all ther
bad men you come across in these here parts."

"I have no such idea, my friend. Just to
show you that I want to be sociable with you all,
come up and have something at the bar."
"Well, I won't drink with yer until yer lick me!"
exclaimed Slasher Dan, suddenly.
"Oh, all right, then. I suppose the rest of the
gentlemen will indulge. Landl<n·d, kindly let
me have a good cigar. I ant not a drinking man
myself, though I find it in my line of business to
visit bai:rooms quite often. My name is Walter
Disbrow, and I am from New York. My father
has invested considerable money in a silver mine
that is supp<>sed to be located here in Shakedown,
and I have been sent here to see how things are
progressing."
Walter Disbrow, as he introduced himself, paid
no further attention to Slasher Dan at all, but
stepped to the little bar and selected a cigar
from the box Gil Jock, the proprieto1·, placed
before him. There had been th1·ee others in the
place when the stranger entered with his escort
of half a dozen rough-looking loiterers. ·rhey
immediately accepted the invitation to join him
at the bar, but the rest hung back.
"Come on, gentlemen, have something. I don't
care what you take," said Disbrow, smilingly.
Then all of them came forward with the exception of Slasher Dan .
"Young feller," said he, · wrathfully, "if you
want me to drink with you, you have got ter lick
me first."
"Gentlemen, what do you think of this?'• asked
the young man, flashing a glance at those who
had joined him at the bar. "I'm a total stranger
here, and this man seems to be itching for a
fight. I want you all to know that I am not the
least afraid of him. I am satisfied I can thrash
him very easily. But if some one else takes
a hand I will stand no show, of course."
The words had scarcely left the lips of the
tenderfoot when two newcomers appeared on the
scene. They were a dashing looking boy with
· 1ong, light, ehestnut hair, and attired in a neatfitting hunting suit of buckskin; and a tall man
of dark complexion, whose hair also hung over
· his shoulders and whose attire· was similar.
"How are you, gentlemen?" said the boy,
coolly, as he looked over the assemblage.
"We've just struck this camp, and a s we never
heard of it before, perhaps some of you won't
mind telling u s the name of it."
"Never heard of this town afore!'• gasped Gil
Joek, the hotelkeeper. "Why, where have you
been, boy? I reckon: you must have been asleep
for ther past month or two. This here town is
called Shakedown, an' it's goin' ter be ther biggest city west of ther Mississippi afo1·e two years,
an' don't yer forgit it. You put that down from
me-Gil Jock ther keeper of ther Shakedown
Hotel, an establishment that's bound ter grow an'
flourish,''
"I hope you are 1·ight in what you say, boss,''
the boy said, coolly. "But from what I have seen
of the place in riding through it, I am afraid your
expectations won't be realized. This looks something like the mushrooJn camps that spring up
In a hurry and die down as quickly. Of course
you have a railroad running here, and that may hold it together a little longer. But where are
your smelter and mining machinery? I can't
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see a thing that looks at all as though there is
any work being done here."
"I reckon you're goin' a little too fast, young
feller," Slasher Dan spoke up, with a scowl. "I
won't stand an' listen ter no one run down this
here town.""ls that so?" and the boy smiled at him in a
way that might have been called tantalizing.
"Yes, that's so."
"Hold on a minute!" spoke up Walter Disbrow,
stepping over to the dashing looking boy. "If
you xVill kindly remain silent for a little while I
will be greatly pleased. This man here has been
doing his best to pick a 1·ow with me since I
landed from the train. He declared that he
won't drink with me until I thrash him. I had
just about made up my mind to grant his request
when you came in."
"Oh, I see,'' and the boy promptly stepped
back. "Go ahead, stranger, and give him a good
beating. I never saw him before in my life, -b ut
I'll bet all I am worth t'hat he is no good. I can
tell by the looks of him that he is bad enough to
kill a drunken greaser for the sake of five dollars."
"What's that!" roared Slasher Dan, making a
grab for a revolver that hung at his side. "I'll
fill you full of holes, boy, for sayin' that."
"N-0, you won't. You just •take your hand off
that gun, or I'll let a streak of daylight through
you."
As the boy spoke a revolve'!- flashed in his hand
and the muzzle was leveled directly at Slasher
Dan's breast.
"I know who them two strangers is now,"
whispered Gil Jock to one of the men at the bar.
"That boy is Young Wild West, an' ther other
,galoot is one of his :pards. I never seen 'em
afore, but I've heard jest about how they look
an' how they act. It struck me that it might be
them when they come in, but now I'm sartin of
it. Slasher Dan, ther bad man, has •s artinly
barked up ther wrong tree this time. Boys, jest
ikeep still, •cause it won't be well for yer ter in•
terfere."
Meanwhile Slasher IJ)an was the picture of
amazement when he found that he was covered.
Slowly he relinquished his grasp upon the re•
volver., and then both hands dropped at his sides.
"You have got ther drop on me, boy," he said,
as though the words caused him an effort. "I
ain't no fool, an' I ain't goin' ter let yer1 shoot
me for nothin'. I cave."
"Oh, all right, then. Now then, stranger, go
'
ahead with your game."
The last was said to Disbrow, who quickly
pulled off his coat and laid it upon a table near
at hand.
"Come on, Slasher Dan. I want to see to it
that you have the drink. I am going to thrash
')'OU."

·

"Oh, I don't know as I want ter fight yer,"
the--bad man retorted, shrugging: his shoulders,
at the same time looking uneasily at the last
two who had entered the place. "I was only
trying to scare yer. I'll take a drink without
·
fightin', if you want ter,"
"Go on an' fight, you sneakin' coyote!" the tall
man with the long> black hair called out, sharplf,
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"If yer don't git a move on yer pu.\ty quick, I'll
start in ter shoot ther heels off you-r bol)ts."
Slasher looked around at those in. thfl barroom,
as though he expected some one to take his part.
But not a man made a move or offt<ted to say a
word.
"Slap him in the mouth, stranger," said thC1 boy,
who had taken all the bluff away from the i-ascal.
"That will sta1·t him up."
Disbrow did not wait to flear anything furtl·er,
but he quickly stepped forward and struck Slashe1
Dan lightly with the flat of his hand. That was
quite enough to sta1·t him going. He stepped
back a little, and then, clenching his fists, swung
with both hands at the tenderfoot.
Spat! A well-delivered blow caught him between the eyes and sent him staggering.
Bifl'! It was quickly followed with a left jab
in the ribs, and down went Slasher Dan in a
heap.
' "I'm licked, I'm Ucked!" he called out, faintly.
"Don't hit me again, young feller."
The defeated man slowly got upon his feet
,
and walked to the bar.
"Mine is a little tanglefoot, Gil," he said.
The liquor was quickly furnished him, and he
swallowed it with a single gulp.
"Won't you gentlemen join us?" the tender•
foot askecJ, smiling at the two newcomers.
"I will .smoke with you, stranger," the boy
answered.
"An' I'll take a _little drop of tanglefoot," the
tall man added, quickly. "I've jest got an itchin'
in ther pit of my stomach, an' I think a little
spirits will do me a whole lot of good. It ain't
very often that I indulge, but I think I oughter
have a drink with a tenderfoot as kin lick a bad
man that way. Whoopee, whoopee! Wow wow
wow, Yip, yip, yip! I'm all wool an' ~ yard
wide, an' I've got a double row of pearl buttons
all around me."
When they had been served Walter Disbrow
paid the bill and then, turning to the boy, whom
he regarded as his champion, he put out his hand
and said:
"My name is Walter Disbrow, and I am from
New York.''
"Glad :to meet you, Mr. Disbrow. My name is
Young Wild West, and I am from all over the
West."
"~ told Y~;•" shouted Gil Jock, the hotelkeeper,
Three cheers for Young Wild West
excitedly.
'
boys; everybody jine in."
A cheer went up that fairly made the rafters
of the flimsy structure shake.

CHAPTER II.-The Clever Chinee Appears
On the Scene.
Young Wild West smiled at the cheering men,
and when the noise had ceased he nodded to the
hotelkeeper and observed:
"It was hardly necessary to propose three
cheers for me, my friend. I don't know as I am
deserving of such ovation as this."
"Are you going to stop here, Young Wild
West?" Disbrow asked, a little later.
"Not at the hotel," was the reply, "We are

I
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going to camp on the outskirts. I §Uppose everything is all fixed up there by this time. We
stuck the town from the east side, and finding
that there was an excellent place to camp, we
stopped there. After- I set our two Chinamen at
work I decided to take a walk over here and ~et
a little information. Charlie wanted to come with
·
me, so here we a1·e."
"Well, I am very · glad you came just as you
did. While I was not afraid but that I could
handle Slasher Dan, I was afraid that some of his
friends might take -a hand in the fight. If that
had happened I would have probably got badly
,
used up.'•
"Well Mr. Disbrow, I want to tell you that
nothing 'pleases me better than to get into a row
with such fellows as the man who was trying to
bulldoze you. I have met so many of them that
I suppose sometimes I actually force them to
show their hands. But I can't help that, for I
suppose I was born that way.''
"Well, I certainly know enough about you to
feel as though I W{)Uld like to know more," declared the tenderfoot. "I will see you at your
camp, if you have no objections, and then I will
tell you just what brought me to this wild part
of the country.''
"Come over at any time,". Young Wild West
•
answered, quickly.
"Well, how will this evening do, right after
supper?'•
"That will be all right. We shall look -for you .
Now then, I reckon you will be all right here, so
we will take a walk around . We want to stop at
the store, which we saw a little further down the
street.''
"Very well; I will see you this evening, then.''
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie left
the hotel and walked toward the store they had
spoken of. They had barely done so when a
Chinaman came in by a rear door. He stepped
forward meekly until he reached the bar, and
then turning to those assembled there, he bowed
and smiled.
"Velly nicee day, so be," he said.
Many of them had not seen him as he entered,
but the instant he spoke all eyes were turned
upon the Celestial."
It will be in order for us to state right here
th.at the Chinaman was no other than Hop Wah,
Young Wild West's Clever Chinee. He was a
wonderful exception to the general run of his
race, and he was an expe1t magician, a card
sharp, and very fond of practical joking. Young
Wild West and his partners kept him in their
employ more because he afforded them amusement than anytlimg else, though on several occasions he had been the direct means of saving
their lives, all through his cleverness, for Hop
was anything but a fighter. The Chinese cook
they had employed before Hop came to them was
the clever Chinese's brother. His name was
Wing Wah. But as he was simply a very ordinary Chinese who was honElst and willing to do
his work, it is not necessary to say much about
Jiim.

As soon as the work of putting up the tents
at Young Wild West's camp had ·b een accomplished, Hop had set out for the nearest place
where liquor could be bought. He had a fond-

ness for tanglefot, as he called whisky, and this
was one of his bad habits. But his good ones
more than offset this, so, -though he was often
censured for drinking too much, {)Ur hero and his
friends were well satisfied with him.
"Did you say it was a very nice day, heathen?"
one of the miners asked, in reply to the ramark
the Chinaman made.
"Lat light, Misler Melican Man," was the bland
retort.
"Well, what does that amount ter, heathen?
S'pose it is a nice day? That don't say that you
have got ter sneak in here by ther back way an'
tell us about it, does it?"
"Me likee oe polite, so be.'' •
"Oh, yer do, eh? Well, I'll tell yer how yer
kin be polite to this gang. Do yer want ter
know?"
"Me likee know velly muchee.''
"Jest ask us ter have a little fluid light:rµn'.''
"Allee light. Evelybody havee lillee dlink.''
They all came to the bar, which was not long
enough to permit them to stand against it.
"Where did you come from, heathen?" Gil Jock
asked, with a grin, for though Chinamen were
employed at the so-called silver mine, he did not
remember of ever having seen one who acted like
this one.
"Me comee fl.om China," was the quick. reply.
"Me namee Hop Wah. Me workee for Young
Wild West, um boss Melican boy whattee shootee
velly muchee slaight, so be."
"Well, I reckon you must be all right, then.''
Jack seemed to be perfectly satisfied with the
information he had received, so he lost no time
in serv.ing the crowd. Walter Disbrow stood at
the end of the bar. It was the first time he had
ever been invited to drink with a Chinaman. He
t~?k a soft drink, and no one made any 1·emark
aoout it, though usually the rough men who
congre_gate at the bars in mining camps took
except10n to any one who refused to drink liquor.
When all had drank the Chinaman stepped back
from the bar and said:
"Me velly smartee Chinee, so be. Me likee.
Melican mans velly muchee.''
Having. expressed himsEllf to this effect, he
walked leisurely over to a table, and pulling out
a chair, sat down upon it. Presently the landlord called out, rather sharply:
"Say, Hop Wah, as yer call yourself, didn't
yer forgit somethin' a little while ago?"
"Me no undelstandee,'' declared the Chinaman
jumpi_ng to his feet quickly and looking very much
surprised .
"Yer can't remember, eh? Well, I'll tell yer,"
went on Jock. "You forget ter pay me for ther
round of drinks.''
"Glacious !" exclaimed Hop, his face lighting
up. ''Lat velly muchee too bad, so be."
Then he placed his hand in his pocket and
q~ickly brought to light a twenty-dollar goldp1ece.
"Catchee," he said, as he tossed it to the pro•
prietor.
,Jock held up his hands, but just as he was
a~ou_t to grab the coin as it came through the
air 1t suddenly flew back to the Chinaman and
disappeared up his sleeve.
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· "Keepee um change, so be," was the bland
remark. "Me allee samee likee Meli can sportee;
me ·no care for lillee money."
This was quite enough to cause the tende1•foot
to bi-eak into a roar of laughter.
"That fellow is the greatest Chinaman I ever
saw," he declared, nodding to Jock.
"Maybe he is," was the retort. "But I ain't
,roin' ter let him fool me that way. He had a
rubber string on that coin, I reckon.''
The fact was that the proprietor was getting
a little bit angry about it, and noticing this, the
Chinaman again arose and stepped ove1·. to the
bar. This time he gave him a real twenty-dollar
goldpiece, for the other had simply been an
imitatron with a hole in it to hold the elastic
string.
"Y.ou no gittee mad, so be," he said, innocently.
"No, of course not," and the coin was promptly tossed into the drawer without any change
being given.
But Hop did not appear to care for this. He
shot a glance about the room, and as luck ~o~ld
have it, he selected Slasher Dan as the v1ct1m
for a trick he meant to play.
.
"You velly handsome Melican man, so be," declared Hop, smiling at him. "You comee light
here, and me showeee y·o u a velly nicee tlick.
Me velly sma1·tee Chinee."
_
"Shet up, heathen," growled the bad man, who
knew quite well that he was being made fun of,
for he did not regard himself as being anything
like handsome.
"Allee light. You no wantee me showee you
um nicee lillee tlick. Me shakee um dice with
you."
"Go ahead, an' chuck with him, Dan. What's
ther use of bein' mad about what happened?
Eve ry thin' is all right now, an' I reckon there
ain't obody as thinks any ther less of yer," suggested one of those who had accompanied him
from the station when the tenderfoot was escorted to the hotel.
"Me bettee you me chuckee fifteen or more
evely timee m~ chuckee,'' said llop, blandly.
''Me bettee -um fivee dollee. ''
.
"Well, heathen, I don't know how much money
you have got. I ain't got a whole lot myself.
But I'll bet you five dollars that you can't roll
out ther dice an' make fifteen count on ther top
of 'em,"
"Maybe me makee sixteen, so be."
"Well, I don't care what yer make, so long ·as
you don't go under fifteen."
"Allee light."
Slasher Dan was in a better humor right away.
He stepped up to the bar and called for Gil Jock
to pass over the dice cup. Every place of that
kind has such a thing, and the Chinaman took
hold of it the moment the proprietor placed It
_upon the bar. He dumped out the three dice it
contained, and after looking at them carefully
seemed to place them back into the leather cup.
But this was not the case, for his sleight-of-hand
ability enabled him to deceive those who were
watching him. Instead of the three dies that
belonfed to the establishment he dropped in three
of his own, which were trick dice, as each of them
contained nothing 'but fives and sixes. He shook
the box and then holdin~ it in his hand produced

ten dollars, which he laid upon the bar before
him.
"You covee lat," he said, s1'nilingly, to the bad
man.
.
Slasher• Dan lo st no time in doing this.
"Go ahead an' chuck," he _ said, with a grin.
"Yo1,1 have got ter throw out .fifteen or better,
or I win ther money."
"Allee light," and then out came the dice upon
the bar.
"Fifteen, by jingo!" exclaimed Gil Jock, his
eyes opening wide.
"That's all -right," said Slasher Dan, shaking
his head. "That was luck. He done it once an'
ther money is his. Now I'll -bet you ten dollars,
heathen, that you can't do it again.''
"Me takee lat bet," and the Chinaman put up
the money, which was covered. ·
.
The cubes were placed into the box again,
ape! after giving them a good shake, Hop rolled
them out. As luck would have it three_five came
up again.
"Me win!" he exclaimed, as he seized the
money. The bad man's face fell, while he 'a ppeared to
be somewhat disgusted. But he quickly brightened up, and said:
'.'He's got a streak of luck, that's all. I'll go
him another ten dollars."
"Allee light," was the bland reply, and the
clever Chinee quickly pushed out the money."
He threw again, and this time got seventeen.
"Dan," said Gil Jock, shaking his head, "I
re~kon there ain't no use in you backin' up ag'in'
ther Chinee. He kin make 'em come up jest as he
wants ter."
"Well, if he kin do it I oughter, too. Heathen,
let me have them dice. I'll bet yer I kin chuck
fifteen or better."
"Allee light," and then the Chinaman cleverly
slipped in the dice that belonged to the cup, while
he· hid the trick ones in his hand. Ten dollars
was the bet, and when Slasher Dan rolled out
exactly fifteen he let out a yell of triumph.
"I knowed there wasn't no galoot as walked
on two legs what could beat me at chuckin' dice!"
he_exclaimed. "Ther fives an' sixes is runnin', it
seems.'\
•
He gathered in the stakes, and then bet ten
dollars more with the Chinaman. But this time
his luck went back on him, for all the dice counted after they were rolled out was seven.
"I'm done!" he exclaimed, throwing the dice
cup upon the floor. "There ain't no use in
wastin' my money with that heathen. It must
be my ~ff day, anyhow, boys."
The Chinaman quickly picked up the box and
dumped the trick dice in it. ·
"N\)w !en," said he, addressing himself to the
crowd, "me showee lat me make bigee chuckee
evely timee."
.
He rolled out the dice several times, and noi
once did he get less than fifteen. But of course
it was impossible for him to, sin"'ce fives were
the lowest upon them. By· ill luck one of the dice
happened to drop upon the floor, and Slasher
Dan succeeded in picking it up before Hop could
get hold of it. He looked at it sharply, arrd then
saw into the trick.
"Jumpin' wild cats!" he exclaimed. "Ther
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heathen has been workin' trick dice on ~e. Jest
look at this, Jock."
·
The proprietor lo~ed at the dice ana then
gave a nod, and said:
"Well, -I reckon it's easy ter understand how
it was done now. I've seen sich dice in 'Frisco
when I was out there. Ther Chinee sartinly
fooled yer, Dan."
While the dice was being examined Hop Wah
had slipped quietly out of the barroom, and when
they looked around for him he was nowhere to be
seen.
CHAPTER III.-Young Wild West's Camp.
Y9ung Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie, the
scout, visited the store at the mining camp and
made the purchases they needed, telling the store,
keeper to send the goods over to the camp as soon
as possible. Of course the man was quite willing
to do this, for he was there for business, and
seemed glad to be able to please his customers.
The two of them took a walk about the place,
taking in everything they saw as they did so.
They met one miner who told them he had struck
quite a rich placer two weeks before, but it was
now pretty were exhausted. His name was
George Horton, he said, and he declared that
after he had completely exhausted his placer he
was going- to leave for some other place where he
could do better.
"There are some pretty tough characters here,"
he said, in answer to a question the young dead-_
shot put to him. "Hut I manage to git along
with them putty good. I was a sheriff in Missou1·i County a .couple of years ago, an' I had
some putty bad characters to deal with. I'm a
pretty good shot with a gun, an' when I git
riled once I don't let no bad man scare me. For
the first week I was here they kept me putty
busy, but I managed ter show 'em that I wasn't
to be trifled with, an' since that time I've been
gittin' along all right."
As our two friends were turning to go away
the miner stopped them and asked their names.
When our hero told him he showed much astonishment.
•
"Well, well!" he said. "I'm ,s artinly surprised.
So you're Yourig Wild West, ther boy what is
called ther Champion Deadshot, are yer?"
"Yes, that's right, I believe."
"This feller is Cheyene Charlie, one of your
pards, ain't he?"
"Sure enough."
"You have got another pard-a boy some.thin'
about your own age, I've heard tell."
"Yes, that's correct, too."
"I've heard say that you have some ladies what
you take around with you, too. One of 'em is
ther wife of Cheyenne Charlie, ain't she?' ·
"Yes."
"That's what a feller told me about two months
ago. He had seen yer all, an' he spoke mighty
high of yer, I kin tell yer. Come to think of it,
he mentioned soiriethin' about a clever Chinee of
yours."
"Well, we have been going around so much that
I suppose a great many know all about us. But
we always try t._q act in a way that makes it

impossible for anyone to truthfully ·state any•
thing bad about us."
......._
"Well, well!" and Horton shook his head and
looked the handsome boy over from head to foot
again. "You're all right, Young Wild West," he
added. "I'm awful glad I met yer. Goin' ter
stay long in Shakedown?"
J
"I hope not, Mr. Hort~n. We just merely
dropped in here by accident. We didn't even
know the name of the place."
"Well, I'll see yer again afore yer go."
"All right, Mr. Horton."
They bade the miner adieu, and then went on
around until the reached their camp. The spot
where they had decided to locate while they ~
mained in Shakedown was probably a quarter of
a mile distant from the central part of the
town. When the two reached the camp they
found Jim Dart and the girls there, as well as the
two Chinamen. Hop had returned but a short
time before, and to look at him one would never
have believed he had tricked a rascally fellow
but a short time before at the hotel.
"Well, Wild, what do you think of the place?"
a pretty golden-haired girl asked, as she stepped
forward to meet the young deadshot.
This was Arietta Murdock, the sweetheart of
Young Wild West, and when he smilingly told
her that he did not think much of Shakedown, she
nodded her head and declared that she was of
the sam~ opinion. The other two girls--0ur hero
and his partners always called them girls, even
though one of them was probably half way between twenty and thirty-were Eloise Gardner,
the sweetheart of Jim Dart, and Anna, the wife ·
. of Cheyenne Charlie.
"There don't seem to be much work going on
here, though there are quite a lot of shanties,
and they have a railroad station here," observed
Jim Dart, shrugging his shoulders. "What is
there here to make a railroad pay, I wonder?"
Wild was not long in telling them the informati?n he had gleaned from George Horton, the
mmer.
'I
"Well, I was looking at the station when the
train stopped, as we rode up here," the scout's
wife ventured. "All I saw to get off the train
was one man, and he appeared to be a tenderfoot.
He twore a suit of clothes and sported a straw
hat. I saw him going to the hotel with half a
dozen men who, no doubt, belong here. The rest
of you were watching the cars at the time I
think."
'
"Yes, I reckon we must have been, for no one
spoke about it," Young Wild West answered.
"Well, I suppose the reason I was interested in
the cars was because they looked out of place
in this region. I can't for the life of me understand why any railroad company would run a
spur away up here to such a termination as this
is."
As it was getting toward the close of the day,
the young deadshot told Wing Wah, the Chinese
cook, to kindle a· fire and go ahead making preparations for the evening meal. The storekeeper
had sent over the supplies tney had purchased,
so there was nothing to hinder this. With tlie
assistance of the scout's wife, Wing started in.
By the time the supper had been eaten, the sun
was lost to view behind the line of the westem
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for a minute that this ·business is settled. I'm
Slasher Dan, I am. I'm a mighty bad man when
I takes a notion ter be, an' don't yer forgit it!"
"ls that so? Well, suppose you take a notion
to be a mighty bad man right now. I would like
to see just how bad you are."
"Come on, Dan," said one of the others, shrugging his shoulders. "I reckon you have got ab.out
what was comin' ter you, anyhow. What's ther
use of havin' trouble with 'em?"
"Well, all right," and with a defiant shake of
his head, Slasher Dan turned on his heel and
walked back toward the shanty hotel.
"Misler Wild," said Hop, grinning in his childCHAPTER IV.-The Tenderfoot Is Robbed.
like way, "me no havee velly muchee tlouble, after
,
allee."
Young Wild West and his friends coolly waited
am sure you would
I
But
Hop.
right,
"That's
for the four men to come up. The young dead- hl!,ve had if it hadn't been that we were here to
shot was well satisfied that they were rascals. take
your part."
He had already expressed his opinion of Slasher
It was now quite dark, and the glow that came
Dan right ·to his face, and he was ready to tell
the others just what he thought of them the mo- from the camp-fire illumined the scene sufficiently to make it take somewhat of a weird asment they became the least bit insulting.
"I'm Slasher Dan," the leader of the ruffians pect. But when a couple of lanterns had beeri
said as he came to a halt within a few feet of lighted and placed where they would do the most
good it was different. The camp became yery
whe~e Wild ·was standing,
"Yes, so I see," was the cool retort. "vVhat home-like all at once.
"I suppose you're goin' over to ther hotel to see
is the matter?"
"That smart heathen of yours robbel!.Jne of what is goin' on, ain't yer, Wild?" Cheyenne
some money a little while ago, an' I come over ter Charlie asked, a little later.
~•Yes, I suppose that is about the only place
.
f
.
git it."
"Oh so that is your errand, eh? Well, if Hop we can hear the news, Charlie," was the reply.
"That's what I was thinkin'. I feel like havin'
cheated you I am sure he shall make it good.
I don't encourage him to do such thingit. Come a little fun, anyhow."
. "Well, I don't care ·so much .about the fun, but
here, Hop!"
it may be that the tenderfoot might get into
"Allee light, Misler Wild."
"How much did you get the best of this fellow trouble with · those fellows. There is no doubt
that Slasher Dan feels in a mood to kill him for
a while ago?"
"It was ninety dollars," spoke up Slasher Dan, • what happened this afternon. I reckon we had
better take a walk over there, Charlie. Jim I
quickly.
suppose, will stay here with the girls, as, usu;!."
Hop shook }}is h~ad.
"No, Misler Melican Man,' he declared, "me
"All right, Wild," said Jim Dart.
allee samee winee thirty dollee. You takee um
Wild and Charlie strolled leisurely toward the
hotel,.. and when they neared it they saw that
money, so be."
The rascal was no doubt greatly surprised there was quite a crowd gathered inside. There
when the money was offered him, for he seemed were several miners outside, too, and the two
to hesitate about taking it. But he quickly re- could see that they were being observed as they
covered himself and seized it eagerly.
approached.
"All right," he said. - "We ain't goin' ter quar" llo, Young-Wild West!" a miner called out,
rel about ther amount, though I've got witnesses good-naturedly. "~'m mighty glad ter see yer
right here ter prove that it was more than thirty here."
dollars what you skinned me out of. Here's one
"I am pleased to hear that," Wild answe1·ed, as
of ther dice yer done it with, too."
he looked at him sharply. "We just dropped here
As Slasher Dan held out the trick dice, Hop by accident, that's all."
make a sudden grab for it and got it away from
"Horton was tellin' me about yer," the miner
him.
went on, "an' from what he said I reckon every~
"Muchee 'bligee, Misler Slasher Dan," he said, body here ought ter be pleased at receivin' a visit
mockingly. "Me wantee lat velly muchee."
from yer. Here crones Ho:rton now."
"I reckon that belongs ter me I' cried the vilThe roan who had given the information about
lain, angrily. "I want ter keep that for ther the mining camp now stepped forward and greetrest of ther money I lost."
ed Wild and Charlie.
"See here, my friend," said Young Wild West,
over and
in his cool and easy way, "Hop says he won thirty · "You thought yoli would take ahewalk
.
said,
s'pose,"
I
on
goin'
was
what
see
too.
him,
believe
I
dollars from you all told.
tiresome
rather
is
It
it.
just
that's
"Yes,
dice
trick
using
in
him
encourage
don't
While I
to win the money of the different men he comes sitting about· the camp, especially when we know
in contact with, I will say that I think the dice there are so many people right near us."
"Let's go in E\l\ 1 have somethin'," suggested the
he used belonfed to him. Now, then, you can
other miner, who seemed to be a pretty good sort
call it settled.'
"Well, I don't know as I want ter make any of man.
"All right,'' Horton answe-red, so Wild and
>:ow here, Young Wild West, but don't you think

horizon. The red glow that still showed there
_was streaked with slants of pink and yellow, and
with the ragged mountain peaks and irregular
formation of rock and earth standing in bold relief until naugfil but a blue haze could be seen
over the background, it was . a charming sight.
It was just then that Wild caught sight of four
men who were walking rapidly toward the camp.
One Qf them he instantly recognized as the rascally fellow who had been thrashed by the tenderfoot.
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Charlie followed the two into the shanty barroom.
Our hero took careful note of the faces of those
present, as he passed through the doorway, and
when he saw Slasher Dan and the three men who
had accompanied him to the camp a short time
before standing close · to the bar, he made up
his mind to be on the lookout for danger. Gil
Jock, the proprietor, greeted our two friends in
a very friendly way.
"Glad ter see yer here again, Young Wild
West," he said. "You, too, Mr. Cheyenne."
"Well, we allowed that it was about ther onlr,
place ter come to hear ther news of ther day, '
answered the scout, with a grin.
"Sartin. Here's where yer git ther news. We
ain't got no paper here, though I heard Rohling
say that in a month or two, when we got more
of a population, one would be started. Ther company is goin' ter do it, I b'elieve."
"That would be a good idea, I think," spoke
up Wild. "I should think the company would
need a newspaper to advertise it. From what I
have seen of th.e place one would hardly know
that the1·e was such a thing as a mining stock
company located here. I haven't even seen the
o'ilice of the conctrn."
"Wl1at's that, young fellow?" a stocky-built
man with a black mustache and chin beard asked
as he arose from a table near by. "You haven't
seen the office of ther mining company yet, have
you? Well, if you will come with me I will show
it to you right now."
"Oh, I will wait until to-morrow, I guess. I
haven't the intention of tak1ng any stock, anyh9w ."
"You haven't, eh? .Perhaps ,you think that the
stock wouldn't be worth anything if you did buy
it."
"I didn't say so, did I?"
"No, you didn't exactly say so. But I think
you are talking altogether too much for a boy."
"Is that so? Well, who am I talking to, anyhow?"
"My name is Rohling, and I am superintendent
of the plant here."
"What plant is that, Mr. Rohling?"
"Why, the machinery and so on."
"Oh, I didn't know you had any- machin y
here."
·
"Well, we have just made a start. We haven't
much, of course. But I think you will see plenty
of min\ng machinery here before long, and silver
ore will be turning out as fast as· a train of cars
can pull it away."
"I hope so, for that will mean that it won't
take long to get enough population here to call
it a city."
"Oh, we will do that soon enough, young fellow. So you are the boy they call Young Wild
West, I understand?"
"Yes, sir, I guess you have got that right."
('You heard about Shakedown and thought you
would come and see "Nhat it looked like, I suppose?"
1
"No, Mr. Rohling, you have got that wrong.
I never heard of such . a place before, and I was
surprised to see a railroad track up this way
when we came here. Shakedown is all new to
me."

"I hate to say that I don't think you are telling the truth, Young Wild West."
'Well, if you hate to say a thing like that I
wouldn't say it if I were you. In fact, I think
you had better take that remark back."
"Well, rather than to get into an argument
w.jth you, I will. But I must say that I had a
strong notion that you were sent here by some
one to investigate the place. I know that there
are several who have bought stock in our concern that think they are going to be swindled.
But they are very much mistaken, for in a few
months they will get a dollar for every cent they
have invested. I am a mining expert, and I think
I know what I am doing."
Wild gave a ' nod and made no reply to this.
Rohling had taken back his hint that Wild was
a liar, so that settled it for the time being, anyhow. The young deadshot now ignored the man
entirely, and turning his attention to the hotelkeeper, he said:
"Where is Disbrow, the tenderfoot?"
"He's in his room, I reckon," was the reply.
"He went to it right after he got his supper."
"Is that so? He said he was going to come
over and see us as soon as he «ot his supper, I
believe."
They waited for perhaps half an hour, and still
the tenderfoot did not make his appearance.
"I'll go an' tell him yer want him, Young Wild
West," Jock said, as his hired man came to relieve him.
"All right, I reckon he won't object to that. It
is hardly likely he has gone to bed."
The landlord quickly· left the barroom, and in
about two minutes he returned, looking very much
excited.
"He ain't in his room, Young Wild West," he
declared. "Everything is all upset there, an' ther
window's been broke. Looks ter me as though
he had a tight with some one up there- an' then
.left 'ther room."
"Is that so?" Wild asked, sharply. "Suppose
you take me to his 1·oom."
"I'll do that. Come right on."
The boy .started after him, followed by Cheyenne Charlie. When -:;hey reached the room that
had been occu~ied by Walter Disbrow they found
a lamp burning there and some articles of the
young man's clothing scattered over the floor. A
pane of glass had been broken from the upper
sash of the window, too, which showed that a
struggle might have taken place there. Wild took
in all that was to be seen very quickly. Then
he leaned out of the window and found that the
ground was hardly - ten feet below. The boy
quickly •s wung himself out of the window and
dropped lightly to the ground. Then he lit a
match and plainly saw fresh footprints in the
soft dirt. Charlie was not long in jumping down
at his side.
"What do yer make out of it, Wild?" the· scout
asked.
"Well, the thief certainly dropped out of the
window, Charlie. But he was not the only one
who did so, for here are footprints of a different
size, so there were two tq drop out of the window
I am certain. This ground is quite muddy, for
water has been thrown here quite recently."
But there was no chance of finding out which
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way Disbrow ha! gone, so Wild felt that it • as
• useless t o make a sea1·ch.
"Well, Charlie," said he, after he had thought
it over, "l reckon the only thing to do is to wait
a while and see if Disbrow turns up. I am confident he has been robbed-, and that he started in
pursuit of the thief. We will wait and see."
As they were turning to go around to the front
of the hotel a ma:ri came running from the bushes.
It was the tenderfoot. He was bare-headed and
in his shirt sleeves, and was very much excited.
"Hello, Disbrow!" Wild called out, as he ran
into the rays of the light that shone from the oil
lamp in front of the b~ilding. "What's the matter?"
"A thief sneaked into my 1·oom while I was
writing a letter, Young Wild We-st," the young
man answered, almost breathless. "He hit me
with his fist before I could rise from the chair,
and then he got my vest that contained my pocketbook and watch and chain. I didn't fall when
he hit -me, but grappled with him just as he was
getting out of the window. But he was a little
t(\O quick for me, and made his escape. I jumped
out after him and tried hard to overtake him, but
he lost me in the bushes back there."
"Well, don't worry about it," spoke up t}ie
scout. "I reckon we'll find a way ter git your
money back, 'cause you kin bet all you're worth
that Wild will ketch ther thief for yer. That's
his game, every time. He don't like anything better than goin' after a man of that kind."
"But I rather think it won't be an easy thing
to do. There is hard telling who is who in this
place."
The speaker was Rohling, the superintendent
of the mining swindle.
"Is that so?" Wild answered, as he flashed a
glance at him. "Well, who told you to say anything about it, my friend?"
"Nobody told me, but I rather think I have a
right to speak when I feel like it."
"Well, perhaps you may have an idea who the
thief is."
"What do you mean by that, Young Wild
West?"
"Just what I said."
"Well, don't you dare insinuate that I have any
connection ' with thieves."
"Don't you like what I said?" the boy asked.
"No, I don't." .
"Well, what are you going to do about it?"
"Nothing at all at present."
So saying, Rohling turned and walked away,
showing that he had wonderful possession of his
coolness. Wild did not like him, and he had not
:from the moment the man first spoke to him,
hence it was he had spoken in that manner. But
seeing that the fellow was satisfied to let it go,
he now turned his attention to the tenderfoot.
"See here, Disbrow," he said 1 "I reckon you
had better get what belongs to you and go over
to our camp with us. I think you will be a whole
lot safer there. than at the hotel here. While
I believe that the owner of the hotel is all right,
I am satisfied that there are a lot hanging around
here who are not. You get your belongings and
come on right away."
"Thank you, Young Wild West," the young m~
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replied, fervently, "I shall be very glad t o accept
the invitation."
"Well, go on upstairs and we will wait for
you."
Walter Disbrow was not long in doing as he
was told, and a few minutes later he was walking toward the little camp with Wild and Charlie.
"Mr. West," said Disbrow, speaking in a saddened voice, "I 1·eally don't know what's going to
become of me now. It will take such a long time
before I can get any money from my.1father that
I won't be able to support myself."
"That's all right, Disbrow," the young deadshot answered, cheerfully. "I will stake you.
You needn't worry a bit. I reckon I have got
enough money to keep you going until you get,
back your loss, or hear from your father."

CHAPTER V.-The Three Villains.
There was considerable excitement about the
Shakedown Hotel, and even after Young Wild
West and Cheyenne Charlie left in the company
~f the tenderfoot the miners kept talking about
it. No one could seem to guess who the thief
had been, or the conversation would indicate this
anyhow. There was one man there who had
much to say, and this was Rohling, the superintendent of the silver mining company.
"I have said right along that a vigilance committee ought to be organized here," he declared
bringing his fist hard ·upon the table he wa~
sitting at. "Strangers come around here and
you can't tell who's who. I'll bet if the truth is
known that the thief who sneaked into the tenderfoot's room has not been in Shakedown more
than two hours."
"Well, ther only ones as has come here in that
time is t~er_ tenderfoot himself an' Young Wild
West an his crowd," spoke up Gil Jock, the
hotelkeeper. "Yer don't think it was one of
Young Wild West's folks what done it do yer?"
" "I didn't say so," Rohling answered, quickly.
But how do we know that it was not one of
them?"
. "Of course we don't know," and Jock sh1·ugged
his shoulders. "But don't you go to thinkin' that
any of them had anything ter do with it."
"There's only been two. of them here so far I
understand," said Rohling, modifying the tone'of
his voice slightly. "You don't know who the
rest are. Couldn't there be a crook among them?"
"Well, I happen ter know that there's another
boy what belongs to Young Wild West's party,
an' he hasn't showed up here. Besides him there's
three gals, an' another Chinee. That. makes eight
in ther party altogether:"
"Oh, you know this, do you?"
· "Yes, 'cause George Horton told me. He had
quite a little talk with Young Wild West an'
Cheyenne Charlie, which is ther name of ther tall
feller with t~er big must.ache an' long black hair.
They told him all about themselves, accordin' to
what. Horton says."
"Yes, they told me just how many _there was
of 'em," the miner who happened to be present
spoke up. "Roblin1:, I reckon Gil is right. in what
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he said. Don't you go to thinkin' that it was
auy of Young Wild West's friends a~ robbed ther
tenderfoot."
It must have been that the superintendent
thought the majority were against him, for he
shut up and became as quiet as a mouse. He
puffed away at his pipe in silehce for a while,
and then rising to his feet, shot a glance at
Slasher Dan that plainly meant something.
"I am going over to our office," he said, as he
stalked out of the room. "It seems that 'most
everybody is bound to be contrary with me tonight. I hope the thief is caught, and that it
proves to be that I am- correct in my suspicion.
But, mind you, I never said that it was one of
Young Wild \Vest's friends who robbed the tenderfoot."
As he went -outside he nodded hi s head for
Slasher Dan to follow. But the rascally fellow
really understood that part of it,,so he left in
less than five minutes later. The office of the
silver company was not really a shanty after all.
Rohling and Denver Tom had fixed up a cave on
a part of the ground that was suppos_ed to contain rich deposits of silver ore, and built a front
to it with boards, putting a door there. A sign
was over the top of the latter, being the simple
inscription, "Office." It was to this place that
Rohling made his way, muttering to himself as
he did so. When he got there he knocked upon
the door, and when he heard some one coming to
open it he gave a nod of satisfaction.
"Well, Tom," said he, as the door swung open
and he saw his pa1-tner standing in the light that
was shed by an oil lamp, "how much did you
.
get from the tenderfoot?"
~"A little more than three hundred dollars,"
was the reply. "Come orr in an' don't talk so
loud."
"Never mind closing the door," Rohling answered. "Slasher Dan is coming. I think we will
need him to help us out. There is trouble brewing for us."
"Trouble, eh? Not from the tenderfoot?"
"No, not from him, but from Young Wild West
and his partners." ·
"Who •iu-e they?" and Denver Tom looked · surprised.
"Do you mean to say that you have lived in
Denver the biggest part of your life and haven't
heard of Young Wild West?" Rohling asked.
"Well, I might have heard of him, bu.t._it has
been in such a way that it never lingered in my
·
memory."
"Well, I'll tell you who he is, then. He is nothing more than a boy, but it seems that he makes
a practice of riding around to the different mining camps through the country for the purpose
of making trouble with those who are doing
crooked work. It makes no difference to him
whether it is a swindling game that's going on
or if it is a band of road agents who are doing
business along a trail. He gets after them good
and hot and if all accounts are true, it is mighty
seldom that he fails in corraling them. But that
is not the worst of it. I have had some trouble
with the boy, Tom."
"Trouble, eh?"
"Yes. I would have got shot dead if I had sa.id
a couple of more words than I did, I suppose." -

Rohling related the conversation tha._t had taken
place between him and Young Wild West, and
also the few words they had after the robbery
was committed. It was not long before Slasher
Dan came in, and then the whole thing was
again gone over. If there would have been a
listener there just then he would have made the
discove1·y that the three men were linked in as
thieves, who, whenever the opp_ortunity afforded,
relieved the unsuspecting ones · of their wealth.
The moment Walter Disbrow reached the hotel,
D~nver Tom knew of it, and he was selected to
rob him. How well he had carried it out the
reader knows.
"I may as well divide this money, I suppose,"
Denver Tom observed, after they had talked a
little while. "I have got a little over three hun•
dred dollars, so I'll give you a hundred dollars
apiece. I'll keep the odd amount, for I suppose
I am entitled to it for the risk I ran."
"Oh, I am ag1·eeable to that!" declared Robling, with a smile.
"So am I!" Slasher Dan chimed in.
The Denver crook coolly counted out the money
and handed them their portion of it.
"I came near being caught," the villain declared, as he lighted a cigar. "I had my handkerchief tied -0ver my face pretty well, and the
tenderfoot almost caught hold of it and pulled it
away. · If he had done that he would have seen
my face, and then I suppose I would have been
compelled to kill him. I was ready to do it, you
ran bet."
"Of course you wa;," Slasher Dan exclaimed.
"It would have been jest as well if you had done
it, too, 'cause now there will be a big time over
it. This Young Wild West an' his pards will
undertake ter find ther thief an' git ther money
back. I hea1·d 'em say that."
"Well, they wfll have a big time findin"' the
thief, I am sure," said Rohling. "I tried to 'inake
the men over at the whisky-mill believe that it
was one of Young Wild West's friends who had
.
committed the robbery."
"But it wouldn't go, would it?" queried Slasher
Dan, sh:1king his head. "You got laughed at for
your pams, pard."
"There's one thing about it," observed Denver
Tom, after a pause, "we can't afford to give up
our business here ju t yet. bf course I know tt
won't be very. long before the whole thing will be
out. The swindle will be discovered for there
will certainly be some of the victims to come out
here and investigate. If that happens it will
spread all over among the stockholde1·s that there
is no mine here, and that the stock is worthless
Then it will be time for us to seek a new fieli
We w_ill get the worst of it, of course, since ou;
superiors who have been selling the stock will
have a chance to disappear before the whole
thing comes out. But that's all right. I'd be
willing to take the chance of being proved a
swindler, even if I was brought before a judge
and jury. I think I could make them believe that
I was simply paid for taking care of this place,
with the expectation that at any day the necessary mining machinery would arrive and the
mine open. I am not supposed to know whether
there is gold or silver in the ground, for I am
ll!)t a mining expert."
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Th'e villain laughed as he said this, and Rohling
nodded with satisfaction.

CHAPTER VI.-Our Friends Leave Shakedown.
Walter Disbrow was not a little surprised when

he found such young and pretty girls at Young

Wild West's camp. But he was nothing if not a
gentleman, and his politeness told that he possessed good breeding.
"I will tell you my errand here, M_r. West,"
he said, after he had been introduced and had
related all about the robbery. "My father was
induced to buy fifty thousand dollars' worth of
,stock in .the Shakedown mine, as it is called in
the prospectus the company sends out. This was
quite some time ago, and as he was unable to
get any satisfaction when he made inquiries concerning the condition of the company, he at last
decided to send me out here to make an investigation. He could hardly spare me, for I work in
the office with him, but he felt that since fifty
thousand dollars was at stake he must have some
one he could trust. Of course, I was only too
willing to come, for I had heard so much about
the Wild West that it appealed to me greatly.
"l had a thousand dollars with me besides my
tickets when I started, but I was foolish enough
to let some card sharps swindle me out of over
half of it before I got as far as Denver. I should
have known better, but the men appeared to be
honest and very friendly. I will know better the
next time. When I reached Shakedown I had less
than four hundred dollars, the most of it being
in my wallet. The thief got the wallet, so that
leaves me almost penniless, you might say."
"Well, that's all right, Disbrow," Wild said,
with a· smile. "I told you I would stake you, so
don't worry about that part of it."
"If you do it, Mr. West, I will surely pay you
back, for as soon as I can write a letter home and
receive a reply, I will have the money."
"Well, never mind about that. Tell u s what
you think about the mining company."
"Why, the moment I stepped from the cars and
looked the camp over I was satisfied that my
father , had been swindled when he bought the
stock. But there are hundreds of others who
are in the same boat, I suppose, so it is only a
bit of bad luck, after all. Still, it will be a great
loss, if there is no way to recover the money."
"Well, I don't see how your father will ever
~over his fifty thousand dollars, for there is no
more of a silver mine out here than there is a
gold mine. The fact is that what little mining
there has been done here is what they call placer
mining. Some of the men who drifted here have
made good money, but that won't last. There
may be plenty of silver if you dig down deep into
the earth. But you have seen enough already to
make you understand that there is nothin~ in
the way of machinery here. There are no signs
of a smelter being erected, either. The fact is
that the thing is an out-and-out swindle, and
that's all there is to it."
"Well, I shall write a letter to father the first
thing in the morning, and let him know just
what I have discovered. In the meantime, if you
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will let me stay with you until 1 can get a reply,
everything will be all right."
"Well, I suppose it wilt be nearly two weeks
before you get an answer, Disbrow," and Wild
shook his head. "Of course, we don't want to
stay in such a place as this that length of time.
I will tell you what we will do. After you send
your letter away we will give it out that we
are goinp; to strike out for Arizona. That will
make the thief who robbed you believe that he
will be safe and at the same time we can pass
the time away hunting and looking up adventure.
I suppose you would rather like that sort of
thing?"
"I certainly would, Mr. West."
"Now, then," resumed our hero, as he drew a
fat-looking wallet from his pocket, "I am going
to give you a hundred dollars, so you will have
some spending money until you hear from your
father. This is what you might call staking a
tenderfoot."
The boy laughed as he said th:is, and Disbrow,
who was now feeling much easier, joined in the
merriment.
"I thank you for this loan, Wild," he declared,
earnestly. "Now, then, I am going to leave it to
you to help me out. I came out here to investigate the Shakedown Mine, and though I have
already seen enough around here to make me believe that no such thing exists, I suppose it will
be w'ell for me to walk around the camp before
we leave it."
"We will take a walk around .the first thing in
the m9rning, Disbrow. You leave that to me."
~ Well, as soon as 'We have done so I will write
the letter to father. Then if you want to go
away on a little hunting trip you will find me
with you. I have not a rifle or shotgun, but I
would hardly need one, anyhow, since I am not
much at hunting. I never did a great deal of it, '
although I am :a 'Pretty good shot with a revolver. .
I have a pretty good gun with me, too." ·
"t,et's see it," said Cheyenne Charlie, stepping
forward.
The tenderfoot carefully drew a small Tevolver
from his hip pocket. Charlie took it, a broad
grin showing on his face as he did so. The
tenderfoot saw that · all hands, even to the girls,
were smiling at the little revolver he had shown
with no little pride at first.
"Arietta has one that is quite small enough,"
Wild said, after a pause. Hers is 1f thirty-two
caliber. It is a Smith & Wesson, and is a pretty
good one. But it wouldn't amount to much unless the range was very short. As far as killing
a grizzly with it is concerned, that is out of the
question. She has shot a few bad redskins with
it, and I think one or two white desperadoes.
however."
"Is that so?" and th·e tenderfoot looked astounded.
"Yes, it is quite true," Arietta answered. "I
have been in a few tight places, Mr. Disbrow, but
•I always manage to get out of them, thanks to
my wonp.erful luck."
It w~s a very pleasant evening, and even the
tenderfoot enjoyed it, although he could not forget his thrilling experience in the room at the
hotel and the loss of his money: There waa
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plenty of room for him in the big tent, so when
it came time to turn in for the night, Wild conducted him to the tent and showed him where to
lie.
"You - go ahead and sleep just as though you
were in a house, Disbrow," the young deadshot
said. "I hardly believe you will be disturbed."
"You are certainly wonderful people," declared
the tenderfoot. "Well, good night, Wild! Good
night, everybody!"
They all answered him by wishing him the
same, and then it was not long before Disbrow
was sound asleep upon a blanket. No doubt, he
was pretty well tired. out, anyhow, and in spite
of what had happened to him the feeling for
sleep predominated. As Wild said, he was not
disturbed, for no -0ne came to bother therri, and
when it began to grow daylight our hero roused
the cook and bade him go ahead and made prepa1·ations for the morning meal. By the time this
was well under way Charlie and Jim were up and
so were the girls. But the tende rfoot slept on,
showing that he was not easily aroused. It was
not until a few minutes before the brefakfast was
rnady that the scout shook him by the arm and
awoke him.
"Come, Mr. Tenderfoot," he said, "I reckon
you'll be late for b reakfast if you don't git a
hustle on yer."
"What! I s it morning already?" and Di sbrow
Rat up and rubbed his eyes to get them fully
opened ..
"I reekon it ~ o u kin see ther yaller over
in ther east if you jest take ther trouble ter peep
out of ther tent. It won't be long afore dld Sol
will be showin' up in all his glory. He's a great
feller, he is. He sends out both light an' heat,
an' sometimes a blamed too much heat, especially
if yer git down in Arizona, or old Mexico."
"I believe you, Charlie," and Disbrow, who
was row fully awake, laughed.
He came out of the tent and Hop, after greeting him, brought a pail of water for him to
wash his face and hands. But Disbrow had some
shirts and other clothing with him in his grip,
and he took the pail of water into the tent and
1·emained there until the breakfast was beginning
·
to get cold before he appeared.
As soon as the breakfast was finished, Wild
·
nodded to Disbrow and said :
"Well, if you are ready to take a walk about
Shakedown we will strike out. Charlie will go
with us and Jim will see to it that everything is
1·eady to leave by the time we get back."
"All right, I am ready, Wild."
The three were not long in leaving the camp.
They did not go in the direction of the hotel, but
headed for the place that had been pointed out
to Wild as the so-called silver mine. When they
got there they paused before a door with the
sign overhead that it was an office.
"Not a ve1·y elaborate office, I should say,'-' observed Disbrow, with a smile.
"No; I should think that fifty thousand dollars
your father invested would have helped to put up
something better than this. But you can see
there are no signs of any excavating here. Now,
then, where Is the Shakedown silver mine?"
The young man shook his head.

While they stood there talking the door opened,
and a man stepped out. It was Denver Tom.
"Good morning, gentlemen!" he said, smiling·
at them in a very frismdly way. "I see you are
looking over our property. This is the richest ·
piece of silver that has ever been struck in all
Colorado. We are trying hard to sink a shaft
and get at work. When we do get things going
we are going to do a business that will astound
the whole world."
"You are not the superintendent, are you?"
Wild asked, a peculiar smile showing on his face,
"No, I am only his assistant. Mr. Rohling is
the superintendent."
.
"Yes, I met him."
"So he tells me. I take it that you are Young
Wild West."
"That's right, stranger. Who are you?''
'_'Well, everybody calls me Denver Tom, because
I al ways lived at Denver."
"Ah! Well, Denver Tom, this young man is
Walter Disbrow, of New York City. His father
owns fifty thousand dollars' worth of stock in this
mine. He came out here to see how things were
.
progressing."
"It's t oo bad he didn't wait until about a month
later. Tl;en he might have seen something that
would have made him open his eyes," declared
Denver Tom, who certainly was a very good
actor.
"Well, he hasn't time to remain here,'' Wild
poke up. "The fact is, he is going to leave this
morning. We are going with him, for I will say
that this is about the worst-looking place I ever
heard called a mining camp, even if you have got
a railway running to it."
"Going to leave this morning!" echoed Denver
Tom. "Well, that is too bad." ·
"Good morning, Denver Tom!" said Wild, and
then the three started off.
They walked around for about half an hour
and during that time they investigated several
of the miners who were just coming to tlieir
work. There certainly was no prospect of ever
fin ding much silver there, according to what they
said. Wild wanted to let it be generally known
that they were going away, so they stopped at
the hotel on their way back. He bought some
cigars, and then told Gil Jock the proprietor, that
they had seen quite enough of Shakedown, and
were going to strike southward for Arizona. Half
an hour later our friends left the place, riding
away just a s though they did not intend to return.

CHAPTER VIL-Denver Tom As a Trailer.
The villain called Denver Tom watched Young
Wild West and his two companions until they
got a good distant(;} from the spot. Then he
turned and entered the so-called office of the
silver mining company. Rohling was just getting out of his bunk, for the office was u sed as a
dwelling place 'by the 'two villains.
"Where have you been, Tom?" he a sked .
"Just outside. I have been talking to Young
Wild West and the tenderfoot who arrived here
yesterday afternoon."
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· "Is that so? What were they doing around
here?"
"Looking for information. The tenderfoot is
the son of a heavy stockholder in· our concern.
He is from New York and his father sent him
out here to investigate. Hal ha! ha!"
"Well, I am not surprised at that. But did
he say what he thought of the company and the
pro✓spects?"

"Well, he didn't say much, but Young Wild
West said he thought it was a , rank swindle."
"Well, he · thinks just right, of course. But
this don't look very good for us. It strikes me
that it won't be very long before we will have to
leave these parts."
"Yes, it does look that way. But I guess you
needn't fear of being bothered by this young
deadshot, as they call him, for they are all going
to leave Shakedown this morning."
"Is that so?''.
"Yes, Young Wild West said that there was
nothing around here worth stopping for. I wanted the tenderfoot to remain a couple of weeks,
so he might see the machinery when it is put in."
Again the villain laughed, this time unroariously.
"Well, I don't blame him for wanting to go
back and report. If his father has got fifty thousand dollars' worjh of stock in the Shakedown
Mine he is only one of the many fools that have
been gulled in by the managers in Denver. But,"
he added, "I don't believe that Young Wild West
means to go away from here at all. I am satisfied that he came here for the purpose of b1·eaking up the swindling game. po you know what
I think, Tom?"
"What?" his companion asked.
"Well it strikes me that it would be a good
idea to put somt one on the trail and see what
they are up to. I guess we had better find
Slasher Dan and start him after them when they
leave."
"A very good idea. I have quite a notion of
going with him, too."
"Well, suppose you eat your breakfast and
then go and find Slasher Dan."
"That's just what I want to do, pard."
Denver Tom had bef!n in the act of preparing
the breakfast when he heard voices outside. He
now proceeded with the work, and it was not
long before he was eating, while his companion
was not yet ready. As soon as he had finished
his meal he put a cartridge-belt about his waist
and thrust several cartridges in it. Then he took
a repeating rifle that was standing in a corner,
and after examining it to see that it was all
right, he gave a nod of satisfaction and said:
"You just have my horse ready, for I may.
want to leave in a hurry. I will go and have
a talk with Slasher Dan."
"All right," was the reply.
Rifle in hand, Denver Tom left the cave. He
knew just where to find Slasher Dan, who never
did any work to speak of, so he wended his way
to the shanty he occupied along with two or th1·ee
of his cronies. He found them there, and they
were just finishing their breakfast.
"Hello, Tomi" said the "bad man," looking not

a little surprised when he s aw that his early
caller carried a rifle. "Where are yer goin'?"
"I am going -to do a little hunting, and I want
you to go along with me, Dan."
"What are yer goin' ter try an' git, a grizzly?"
"Wellf if I don't get a grizzly I may' get something e se."
Denver Tom did not care to tell his business in
the presence of the other villains, so he waited
until Slasher Dan -got outside the shanty. Then
he was not long in telling him what his busi.!)ess
was.

--

"If you go with me and we succeed in dropping Young Wild West and his pards, as well as
the tenderfoot, I will see to it that you get a
couple of hund1·ed dollars, Dan," he told him.
'Good!" was the reply. "I s'pose you kin
imagine that I'd be only t oo glad ter git a
shot at Young Wild West. I want ther tenderfoot, too, 'cause I ain't fo1·got ther lickin' he give
me yisterday."
"Of course, you feel like having revenge, and
I don't blame you. As •far as I am concerned,
none of them ever did anything to me. But if
you let them off I am sure they will try, for I
don't believe they · intend to go far away from
Shakedown. They are just acting this way for
a blind, and if no one stops them they will come
back rather unexpectedly, I think."
"Yes, I sorter think that way, too. Well, s'pose
we go over to Gil Jock's an' see if we kin hear
anything there?"
."That's just ,,,hat I was going to propose!
Come ont."
"The two scoundrels were not long in making
theil- way to the shanty hotel. The moment they
entered Jock informed them that Young Wild
West and his friends were going to leave Shakedown right away, and that the tenderfoot was
going with them.
"It seems," he added, "that ther young man
ain't goin' ter bother ter try an' find ther man- ' .
who robbed him last night."
"Well, I don't suppose there would be any u se
in him trying it, anyhow," Denver Tom answered,
with a smile. "What chance would -he have of
finding the man? Rob ling seems to think that
it was one of Young Wild West's pards who
did it."
"Well, I don't think that way," declared the
proprietor, shaking his head. "If any of them
robbed him, what would they take him over to
their camp for ? No, you kin bet your life it was
some rascal what belongs to this camp."
"Well, maybe it was, but as far as I am concerned I don't care anything about it. I have
enough of my own business to attend to without
·
bothering with other people's."
"Me, too!" said Slasher Dan, with a grin.
"Yes, you have sartinly got a lot of business,
Dan," Jock answered, pointedly. · "But I happen
ter know for sartin that it wasn't you as cleaned
out ther tenderfoot, 'cause you was right in here
when it was done."
• "You don't think I would do anything like
that, anyhow, do yer?" queried the b11d man.
"Well, never mind what I think. I s'pose yer
come in here ter git some pizen. Here she is."
"Yes, a little drink won't go bad just now,"
Denver Tom said, as he took the bottle anci
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poured some of the contents into a glass. "We're
going to strike out on a little hunting trip for a
day or two. Maybe we won't return to-night, although I think we ought to get some bjg game
and be able to get back after dark. What do you
think abcut it, Dan?"
"Sartin we kin git back to-day," was the reply.
There was nothing surprising about Denver
Tom going hunting, for he did S(? quite frequently so it is doubtful if the propnetpr dreamed of ~uch a thing that they meant to follow
Young Wild West and his friends. Having heard
all they cared to, and satisfied that our friends
really were going to leave Shakedown, the two
men went outside. Denver Tom told his companion where to meet him, and then went back
to get his horse. It hanpened that Slasher Dan
owned a horse, though- but few of the miners
were fixed that way, :::ince the most of them had
no use for -horses. Less than twenty minutes
after Young Wild West set out to leave Shakedown, the two villains came near the spot where
they had been camped. They were both mounted
and carried enough food to last them a day or
two. They also had blankets and plenty of am, munition, but that was the way they should go
if they were going on a hunting trip.
"Now then, Dan," said Denver Tom, as he
looked at the trail, "I guess there won't be much
trouble in following them. They are going up
the mountain and are headed toward the south,
it seems. Well, we will keep on, but we must
take care that we don't get too close to them. It
might not be very healthy for us if they should
happen to discover that we are following them."
"It sartinly wouldn't be, Tom," and Slasher
Dan shrugged his shoulders uneasily.
It was quite easy for them to follow the trail,
and when they saw, by the hoofprints, that the
horses lielonging to our friends had not proceeded
at a very fast gait, they went along accordingly.
On th~y rode for the biggest part of the morning,
and then as they reached the top of a high rise
they were just in time to catch a glimpse of the
party they were following as it was ·coming to a
l1alt.
"I reckon that's about as far as they intend to
go,"· Slasher Dan observed, as he drew his horse
back to keep from being seen in case any one
might be looking that way.
"You are 1right on that, .Dan," his companion
answered . "I thought so. Well, they have come
just about twenty miles. That is quite a little
distance from Shakedown, of course, but it don't
amount to much out here, since the people don't
count distance a great deal. But they are far
enough away to escape from being seen by anybody unless they followed them. Now, then, our
hunting is going to commence. We are not after
deer or grizzlies, or even birds. We are after
Young Wild West and his partners and the ten,
derfoot."
They now looked about for a way to get closer
to the party without proceeding openly toward.
them. The side of the mountain afforded plenty
of such places, and it was not long before they
were moving along in a direction that would fetch
them pretty close to where they wanted to get.
Denver Tom showed that he vossessed a irreat

deal of caution, and he soon notified hls companion that it was time for them to dismount and
proceed on foot. The horses were tied to a couple
of saplings, and then the two began making their
way down a rugged descent, where the scrub
oaks and rocks were so plentiful that there would
be no trouble in hiding them . from view.
When they got within about a hundred yards
of the camp, for camp it was, since they could
see that the tents had been put up, Denver Tom
told his companion to stay there while he would
proceed along until he got close enough to overhear what was being $aid. It seemed as though
the villain had got there in just about the right
time, for Wild and the tenderfoot were talking
about their plans. Lying within forty feet of
them, the ·villainous listener heard every word
that was said. It was a spot that was admirably
adapted for . a camp, and Wild had decided that
they would make it their headquarters,;while they
hunted in different directions, until time enough
had elapsed for them to look for the letter the
tenderfoot was expecting from his father. Disbrow had mailed his own letter before leaving
Shakedown, and they all figured that it would
take about two weeks to get a reply.
This was not because Wild wanted to get back
the money ·he had loaned Disbrow, but since the
young man seemed so anxious for them to stick
to him until_that time had elaijsed, he was will:
ing to accommodate him. The boy knew very well
that they right find enough to keep them busy
by hunting in that part of the Rocky Mountains.
While it was not exactly a good season to hunt
for grizzlies, the boy was anxious to let the tenderflfot see how they were hunted. If they could
manage to get one of them, as well as what game
they wanted to eat, he would be satisfied.
"Then," he said, "even if we are ahead of time,
we will go back to Shakedown and see how things
are. This swindling game has got to be broken
up, and your money has got to be found and the
thief punished, Disbrow," Denver Tom heard the
boy say.
The conversation then turned upon another
topic, and satisfied with what he had learned,
Denver Tom crept back and joined his waiting
companion . He quickly told him all about it, and
then nodding his he4d in a determined <way, he
said :
"Now, Dan, since we know what they are up
t o we must find a way as soon as possible to shoot
them down."
CHAPTER VIII.-Hunting On the Mountainside.
Young Wild West had not the least thought
that they would be followed when they left
Shakedown, especially by the man who had robbed the tenderfoot. Hence, when they had covered a distance of about twenty miles and found
themselves at a suitable place ,Jo camp, our
friends came to a halt.
"I ._teckon this will be about as good a place
as we want," the young deadshot remarked.
So the tents were erected. It was not long
after this had been done when the conversation
between Wild and Walter Disbrow that had been
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heard by Denver Tom took place. Wild had he speculates he will see that he is doing it_
thought it over and had decided to settle the safely, I think."
"I am sure he will," and the tenderfoot shook
Shakedown matter as quickly as he could, so they
might go on to some other place where some- his nead rather sadly.
Dinner was eaten, and then Disbrow was so
thing worth while could be stirred up. The tenderfoot had been provided with a big revolver eager to go hunting that Wild_ lost no time in
by Cheyenne Charlie, and it hung from his belt, getting ready for a trip around the vicinity. He
though he had not abandoned his regular attire. meant that they should go on foot, for he knew
"Do you think there are any grizzlies close at that a tramp of eight or ten miles would not hurt
hand, Wild?' Disbrow asked, after the sneaking the tenderfoot any. Charlie got Anna's shotgun,
and after seeing that it was all right, handed it
listener had left the spot.
"Well, this is just the sort of place to find to the young man a_n d then gave him a couple of
them, but you can't tell about that," was the dozen of loaded shells.
When they were ready to go, Wild nodded to
reply. "Charlie is a regular bear hunter, so I
am going to leave it to him to look after the Dart and said:
"Now, Jim, I suppose it is not necessary to tell
grizzlies. But I am satisfied there is lots of
other game to be found here. Suppose we try you to be on the watch for danger. You know
enough for that without being told. While I
our hands at it this afternoon?"
hardly think there is any one about who would
"I am agreeable. I was thinking that I might want
to make trouble for us, it would be well to
borrow a shotgun. I see you have some with keep your eyes open."
·
you."
that, Wild,'' the boy
do
will
I
bet
can
"You
shotgun.
a
.
have
girls
the
of
each
"Oh, yes,
answered. "I will find enough to occupy myself
They come in handy when we are m want of while
you are gone, too."
something to eat in the way of quail or partT~1en they started off, heading to the east, and
ridges. Certainl:y, you can have one of them." climbing
up the 1ugged mountainside. The coun- "Well I mi<rh~ shoot something with a shotgun,
very wild here, and it was hard work in
but if I 'deuended upon getting a deer with a rifle try was up,
so steep were some of the places
getting
I hardly think I should do it."
that lay before them. ·But Walter Disbrow stuck
deer.
a
shoot
to
"Well that is the only way
to it resolutely, and managed to keep up with
While you might get close enough to shoot one Wild and Charlie, though, of course, they often
that
in
sport
with a shotgun, there would be no
went slowly ·on his account. They kept on until
at all. A rifle is the tJ1ing, every.. time."
they had covered a distance of about two l'.!Jiles
"I believe you. But I won't look for any large from the camp. Then Wild suddenl y spied a
game. I will take one of the shotguns this after- mountain sheep that was running along a craggy
noon and go otit with you. If I get a chance at a height, fully five hundred yards distant.
bird all right. If not, I will have· the pleasure
"Look there, Disbrow!" he exclaimed, as he
of s~eing what you do."
swung his W,inchester to his shoulder. "Watch
About this time, Wing kindled a - fire to cook me fetch that fellow down."
the noonday meal with, since it was pretty close
At that instant Wild's rifle spoke, and the
to that hour. It was ready half an hour later, swift-footed animal leaped high into the air and
the
did
than
more
any
it
and no one enjoyed
then came tumbling down the steep descent.
tenderfoot, who had become quite hungry since
"Gracious!" gasped Disbrow, in astonishment.
he left Shakedown.
"Why, that must have been half a mile away."
"Oh, no!" laughed the young deadshot. "1.
"I rather like this way of living," he declared,
as he sat down and accepted a juicy piece of should judge it to be about five hundred yards.
meat that Wing handed him. "There is so much That is only half the distance my site calls for.
reedom about it and everything tastes so good, If I should want to shoot further I would have
to use my own judgment about taking aim. The
oo."
"M.1ybe you would get tired of too much of it," further away the target i s the higher you would
have to elevate the muzzle of the rifle. But it
Arietta spoke up, with a smile.
"Well, I don't know, Miss Arietta. Do you was no trouble to hit that fellow, because I had
the range when I pulled the trigger."
ever get tired of this sort of living'?"
"No," the girl answered, quickly. "The more
The three had quite some difficulty in getting
I live this way the better I like it."
over the rocks to the spot where the mountain
"Well the chances are that I would be the sheep had tumbled down. .But, at last they
same w~y, though, of course, I couldn't think reached it and found the carcass lying quite
of staying out here in the West. There is too still.
much work for me to do at my father's office.
Disbrow," said Wild, as they were approaching
When I go back I will have bad news to tell my it, "you just look and see if there isn't a bulletsatisfa~tion
little
one
ibe
will
father, but there
hole right behind the left foreshoulder. That is
for me to tell how I met you folks and the enjoy- the spot I aimed at."
ment I had with you."
"All right, Wild," was th~ retort, and the ten"I am glad to hear you talk that way," said derfoot ran forward.
He found that the life was extinct, so he quickWild, smiling at the young man. "It will be
pretty toug·h news for your father to hear, for I ly turned the carcass over and then, sure enough,
have no doubt that he will never get any of his he saw the blood oozing from ia spot right behind
fifty thousand dollars back. .But, as you say, it the foreshoulder.
will not make a poor man of him, s o he will
"There's where your bbullet went, Wild " he
simply have to grin and bear it. The next time declared, pointing proudly at the spot, aimos~

•
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as though he had been the one to make the
shot himself. "That is what I call wonderful!"
"Well, there is nothing wonderful about it
all. I had a bead -0n the sheep when I fired.
Nothing else could happen, for the bullet was
bound to go where it was directeg."
"Well, I should like to see any one else who
could make such a shot."
"Well, just look at Charlie, I am certain he
could do it."
"Could you, Charlie?" the tenderfoot asked.
"I sorter reckon I could putty near do it," was
the reply.
"Why, Jim or Arietta could do it, too,'' declared Wild, with a smile.
"Well, I don't doubt you. I wish I could shoot
like that."
Charlie now turned his attention to the slain
animal, which was a ·b uck with a pretty fine pair
of curved ho1·ns.
"You had better take them horns back home
with you, Disbrow," he said': "They ain't branched off like a deer's, but they sartinly make a
putty ornament for a parlor in a city place."
"I am sure they would, Charlie. I shall tltke
them, if Wild is agreeable to it."
"Well, if you don't take them we will leave
them right here," was the reply. "You can
carry the horns back to the camp, Disbrow,
but it may be that we might find you a better
pair before we return to Shakedown.';
The young deadshot now assisted his partner
to skin and dress the animal. When this was
done the meat they cared to carry with them was
cut fro;m the carcass and the rest was allowed
to remain where it was.
"It looks like a shame to waste that meat,"
the tenderfoot observed, ''and there's the skin,
too."
"I'll tell yer what we'll do," -said Cheyenne
Charlt-e, as be put down bis portion of the meat
that he had started to carry away. "We'll hang
the rest of that carcass to a tree here, an' ther
smell of it might draw a bear around to-night.
If it does we lnight git him. I kin fix it so no
bear kin get it, an' don't forgit it."
He looked around and soon found a stout tree
that was growing up from the rocks, where it was
so •steep and slippery that even a bear cou1d not
possibly climb it. Charlie split the meat so it
would hang together, and then after a couple of
attempts, managed to hurl it upward so it caught
over a side limb and remained there, probably
about ten feet from the ground.
- "There!" he exclaimed, with a nod of satisfaction. "If a bear -happens ter come along this
way an' sees that he'll be tantalized a whole lot,
'cause he never kin jump up that high. Disbrow,
if you could see him <loin' it you would have a
good laugh, I'll ·b et."
"No doubt," was the reply.
The three then left the spot, continuing on in
the same direction they had been following. They
were perhap_s half a mile from it when, as luck
would have it, a flock of about a dozen birds was
flushed.
The young deadshot took a quick aim and
brought one of the partridges down with a .44
bullet.
Bang! bang! Disbrow fired twice, and when

he saw that he had d opped one of the birds he
gave an exultant shout. Charlie grinned and
gave a nod of encouragement.
"Dis-b row, you sartinly winged one of 'em, all
right. But ther second one you shot at I reckon
yer was away off. I could tell by ther way your
gun was pointin'."
"Well, if I can get one out of every two -shots
I will be more than satisfied," was the reply.
"You had oughter be, ·b ecause you have got a
shotgun. Did yer see Wild drop one with his
rifle?"
,.,I hea1·d him shoot, but I didn't see the bird
drop.''
"Well, I seen it, all right. I'll go an' git 'em
both.''
The -scout was as good as his word, and in a
couple of lninutes he returned with two partridges.
1
"It's too bad that Wild hit this one in ther
back, 'cause ther bullet tore quite a hole in itI hardly think it's worth while takin' along with
us."
"Oh, yes, it is!" cried Disbrow, eagerly. "The
legs haven't been injured any, and they wili make
good eating."
·· ..
"Well, ther legs of a partridge don't amount;
ter mu~h. They're mighty small, when it comes
ter eatm'. But take it along with yer, if you
want ter. I reckon you'll soon be loaded down
with more game than you kin carry."
But the tenderfoot merely had the two birds
to carry, for Wild and Charlie were taking care
of the two haunches and the horns .that had been
tali:en from the moun_tain sheep. ·They were just
about to resume their way in the direction the
partridges had flown when a rifle shoot sounded
not far distant and a bullet whizzled past Wild's
head.
"Get to cover, boys!" he exclaimed, and then he
darted "behind a rock.
Crang ! Another shot was fired, and the tenderfoot's coat-sleeve was grazed.
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Ch(j:yenne Charlie.
"I reckon we have got a little fight on hand. I
had hopes of leaving here without being compelled to shoot any one, but since they seem to be
after us we will have to give them what they are
looking for."
Crang! Another shot rang out, and this time
the young- deadshot saw the smoke. His ritle
quickly thrust forward, and taking a quick aim
at a clump of bushes about fifty yards distant.
he pulled the trigger.
Crang ! As the report rang out there came a
howl of pain, and then the form of a man could
be seen rolling down a short descent.
"Gracious!" exclaimed the tenderfoot. "This
is awf'.ul!"
CHAPTER IX.-Slasher Dan Makes a Clean
Breast of It.
Denver Tom and Slasher Dan had waited for
their chance. It had come, but it was a miserable failure they made. They kept a pretty good
watch upon the camp of our friends, and when
they saw Young Wild West, Cheyenne Charlie
and the tenderfoot start away to do a little hun~
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ing, they followed them. Each of them fired a
shot, both missing, as the reader knows. Then
Slash~r Dan fired another, with the result that a
bullet from Young Wild West's rifle struck him
in his right thigh.
The villain thought he was done for, and he
yelled in agony as he went rolling down the hill.
Denver Tom, who was behind a r ock a short distance away, decided that it was no place for
him. All his courage and coolness left him when
he saw the fate of his companion. Without waiting to see whether Dan was dead or not, he
crept away and was soon running for the spot
where the two horses had been left. The villain
did not even untie Slasher Dan's horse, but
mounting his own he rode away, turning almost
straight for Shakedown. Meanwhile, Slasher
Dan was lying where he had landed, at the foot
of the little hill. His groans could be heard by
our friends, and as they had heard the clatter of
hoofs they decided that whoever had been with
him had made good his escape.
"Well, I reckon we had better go and see who
it is, boys," said Young Wild West, nodding to his
companions.
Wild now ventured from behind the rock and
started for the spot the groans came from, He
was not long in reaching it and when he saw the
wound,!d man was Slasher Dan he was not a bit
surprised.
"Mercy, Young Wild West!" gasped the wretch,
:his face pale with fear. "I reckon I've got my
billet all right, but let me live as long as I kin,
won't yer?"
"Oh, I am not going to kill you I Where is the
other fellow who was with you?"
"I don't know," gasped the wounded man. "I
:reckon he lit out. But say, Young Wild West,
help me, won't yer? I'm shot in ther leg."
"Charlie," Wild said, as the scout came up, "you
are a sort of surgeon. Just see how badly this
fellow is hurt. I am going to see if I can find
the _.g_ther fellow. He may have halted a little
fvtfher on, you know."
The boy mounted a rocky ascent and soon
saw Slasher Dan's horse tied to a tree.
"His companion certainly deserted him," the
l>oy muttered, as he untied the horse and led it
down to where Charlie and the tenderfoot were
bending over the wounded man.
"Tom went on, didn't he?" asked Slasher Dan,
feebly, as he saw the boy pause before him.
"I reckon he did. So it was the scoundrel they
call Denver Tom who was with you, eh?"
"Ye.s, Young Wild West."
"You followed us for the purpose of killing us,
didn't you?"
"That's right. I'm ready ter make a clean
breast of it."
"Well, what did you want to do that for?"
The wcunded man h~itated.
"Come, speak out. There is no use. in holding
anything back. It will be all the better for you
if you tell the truth."
"Well, Rohling and Denver Tom didn't want
y,ou people around here. They thought you had
come here to expose ther fraud that's bein' run
in Shakedown. They wanted yer killed, so yer
couldn't interfere with 'em. I come along 'cause
I itad a grudge ag'in you an' ther.-tenderfoot.
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We tried ter git yer, but it seems that neither
one of us could shoot straight."
-"You sneakin' coyote!" exclaimed Cheyenne
Charlie w1·athfully. "You have got ther nerve
ter tell u s that right now."
"Th:;i,t's all right, Charlie," interposed Wild, in
his cool and easy way. "I told the man to go
ahead and tell the truth. I believe he has: Now
then, I wish you would :::ee to it that he is made
as easy as possible. Here is his horse, ang we
will try and get him on it and take him to the
camp. I will tell you what you can do, Charlie.
You put him on the horse and walk on back that
way, while Disbrow and I will follow. There is
hardly any use of trying to overtake Denver Tom,
but we will get him later on, for I have made up
my mirid that we had better · head directly for
Shakedown after what has happened."
"How about the grizzly bear?" spoke up the
tenderfoot.
"Well, we will look for one some other time.
My blood is up now, and ·I want to settle this
business as quickly as possible."
Charlie soon found that the bullet had only
grazed a bone and passed through the fleshy part
of the man's limb. He always carried salve and
ointments with him for such purposes, and he
soon had the wound dressed about as well as a
surgeon could have done it.
"You ain't goin' ter die, you sneakin' coyote,"
he told the sufferer, "but I reckon you w_on't git
around very lively for the next three or four
weeks. It's a good thing that Wild didn't see
yer when he shot. He only shot at where he seen
ther smoke comin' from. If he had seen yer ther
bullet would have gone through1your heart, an'
then yer wouldn't be alive now."
"I'm thankful to him for not killin' me," de. clared Slasher Dan, who seemed to· be' fully pen- ,
itent. "I wish I had never seen Denver Tom an'
Rohling, 'cause they've made me a whole lot worse
than I would have been."
'
"See here, Slasher ~Dan," asid Wild, as a l
thought struck him, "was it Denver Tom who 1
robbed Mr. Disbrow last night?"
"Yes," was the quick reply.
"I thought so the moment I saw the fellow this
morning. Well, I am glad to know this, because
I am going to make him suffer for it. I have /
staked the tenderfoot, and if the money was never
recovered it would have made no difference to me
whatever. But I think he may as well have it
back again."
"l'J.Te got a hundred dollars of it in my pocket,"
admitted the wounded wretch.
•
"Oh, you have, eh?"
"Yes, ther money was divided bet-ween three of
us. I got a hundred, Rohling got a hundred, an'
Denver Tom kept the rest, which was a little over
a hundred."
The villain soon got the hundred dollars from
his pocket and handed it to the tenderfoot, at the
same time pleading with him to be lenient for the
part he had taken in the robbery, which really
was only to receive a share of the money,
"I have nothing to say about that," Disbrow
declared. "Young Wild West is the boss of this
business."
But Wild was not in the mood to show sym..
pathy for him just then.
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"Come," said he, ."we are going to put you on
your horse and Charlie will take you to our camp.
Then after you had a rest we will start you back
for Shakedown."
The three of them managed to get him upon
the back of the horse quite easily and then
Charlie took the animal by the bridle and started for the camp.
"Now· then, Disbrow," said our hero, "we may
· as well gather up our game and follow them."
"All right, Wild," was the reply, and soon they
were walking along with the scout and the horse.
When they reached the spot where Charlie had
hung the forequarters of the mountain sheep to
the tree they heard a sudden crashing in the
bushes tc, the left.
"Great gimlets I" exclaimed Charlie, letting go
the bridle 1·ein of the horse. "If that wasn't
a bear I'll eat my hat!"
"You go right on, Charlie," said Wild. "I will
go after him and try and let Disbrow see how a
grizzly is killed."
"All right, Wild. I reckon you kin do it," and
though the scout might have been a tittle disappointed, he started on for- the camp.
Charlie looked back as he saw them disappearing, and then he forced the horse ahead a little
faster so he might get to the camp and then start
cut to join in the bear hunt. When he was less
than a half a mile from it he was surprised to
meet Arietta riding along.
"Where are' you goin'?" he asked, as he came to
a halt and looked at the girl in surprise.
"Well, I thought I would come out and look for
you. I took a little wal1' around the camp shortly
after you left, and I found the trail of a couple
of .horses. The hoofprints were fresh, and that
made me believe right away that possibly enemies were after us."
"Well, you hit it right, Arietta, 'cause here's
one of 'em now."
"Oh!" and the girl now recognized Slasher
Dan. "He is wounded, I s~."
"Yes, Wild put a bullet through him jest after
he had fired a shot from behind a bush. Ther
galoot with him was one of ter two what's in
charge of ther wonderful silver mine what don't
exist. This feller · has made a clean breast of it.
He told us all about it; how they started out ter
follow us an' waited ter git a chance ter drop
us. They wanted ter kill Wild an' ther tenderfoot mostly, but I s'pose they would have sent
ther rest of us along with 'em if they had got
ther chance."
"No," spoke up Slasher Dan, earnestly. "'1,Ne
had no intention of harmin' ther ladies."
"But yer meant to kill me, jest ther same!" exclaimed the scout.
"I'll admit that, Cheyenne Charlie," was the
meek retort.
"Well, I feel jest about like hangin' you to that
tree over there, blamed if I don't!"
"Don't do it! Don't do it!" pleaded the man,
excitedly.
"Oh, I ain't goin' ter do it, 'cause I wouldn't
do anything like that without Wild said I could.
He's my leader, an' I regard him as my boss,
too."
Slasller Dan looked relieved.

"What does Wild mean to do now, Charlie?"
Arietta asked, after a pause. ·
"Well, as soon as he gits through lmntin' for
a grizzly that we started back there, he's goin'
ter come right here an' then light out straight
back ter Shakedown. This galoot told -us who it
was what robbed Disbrow last night, too."
"Who was it?" the girl asked, eagerly.
"A feller they call Denver Tom, what's one of
ther galoot's as is runnin' ther fraud game in ther
minin' camp."
"Oh!"
"He's ther one as was with this galoot when
he got shot. He lit out an' I s'pose he's gone back
ter Shakedown."
"Well, I think I will go on and join in the bear
hunt, Charlie."
"All right, Arietta. As soon as I git this galoot
to ther camp I'll turn him over to Jim an' then
I'll git my horse an' foller yer."
Arietta waved her hand to the scout, and then
rode on as fast as the way permitted her, for it
was not easy traveling by any means. She was
not7ong in reaching the spot where Wild had
left their game and, dismounting, she tied her
horse to a sapling and plunged into the thicket,
following the trail they had made. It happened
that Wild and the tenderfoot had been following
the tracks of the grizzly, which was leading them·
in almost every direction. The boy had found the
plain tracks in a piece of soft ground, and he
knew it really was a gTizzly. Bent upon satisfying the tenderfoot's curiosity, and giving him
all he war.ted of 1?rizzly hunting at the same time,
the young deadshot kept on.
After a rather tedious time of it, the two at
length struck a rocky gully and just then who
should appear before them but Arietta. The
young deadshot was not a little surprised at seeing his sweetheart there, but he guessed right
away why she had come. S11e quickJ.y explained
how she had met Charlie and heard what had
happened. While they were talking, Walter Disbrow started on through the gully. Suddenly
Young Wild West and his sweetheart heard a
cry of alarm .
"He!;:>! help!" came the call, quickly. "The
grizzly is after me!"
As the shout for help sounded, Arietta led the
way around the cliff. It was a startling scene
they beheld. The tenderfoot was diving into a
cave, a big grizzly close at his heels.

CHAPTER X.-Arietta and the Grizzly.
"Give it to him, Et!" exclaimed Young Wild
West, as he saw his sweetheart throw her rifle
to her shoulder.
Crang I The sharp report rang out, and the
bullet hit the bear squarely in the foreshoulder.
Over tha bis? beast rolled, growli;ng savagely and
pawing at the ground. Meanwhile the tem:ferfoot
had succeeded in getting into a shallow cave, and
there he was huddled, almost frigh'tened out of
his wits. Arietta sprang forward, her rifle leveled for another shot, for she knew she had not
finished the grizzly. She went a little too close.
however, for suddenly the bear reared upon ita
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h!lunches and lunged toward her. A blow from
one of its paws knocked the rifle from her hands,
an\l as the girl jumped back to get out of the
wa~ she stumbled over a rock and fell to the
grol\nd.
Wild saw her danger and, as quick as a flash,
his rifle was to his shoulder. Just as the bear
was about to spring upon her he fired, sending
the bullet squarely between the two eyea. The
heavy .44 crashed through the skull into the grizzly's brain and back it staggered, quivering in the
throes of death.
Crang ! Wild fired again, for he saw that his
sweetheart was a little slow in getting upon her
feet. Down went the bear, and Arietta barely
had time. to escape being crushed by the heavy
body.
· "Are you hurt, Et?" the boy a sked, a s he
caught her by the arm and pulled her a way from
the spot.
"No, Wild," she answered, rather faintly.
"But I made a mistake, didn't I?"
"Yes, Et, y.ou certainly did. You should h~ve
known that there was life in the grizzly yet. You
got a little too close to him."
They now looked around for Disbr ow, but
could see nothing but his hat, which lay upon the
ground a short distance from the cave.
-"Hello I" Wild called out.
"Hello l" came the response. "ls everything all
. 11\ght?"
''Yes. · Where are you?"
The boy started in t he direction the voice came
from, and was just in time to see Disbrow crawling out of the place he ha d taken refuge in.
Wild could not help laughing.
"He was after you hot, wasn't he, Disbrow ?"
·
·
he said.
"Yes, and I thought I was gone, too," came the
reply. "Did you shoot the bear?"
"Well, I reckon so. Did you see it done?"
"No, I was too afraid to look."
The tenderfoot now came out, his face rather
red, for he could see that Arietta was laughing,
too. But he walked over, and surveyed the carcass, at the same time shaking his head.
"My! what a big fellow !" he exclaimed. "Just
think of what would have happened to me if one
of those big paws had struck me."
Wild now started in to remove the shaggy skin
from the grizzly. It was not an easy task to do
this, and before he had it half accomplished,
Cheyenne Charlie came riding up.
"What!" exclaimed the scout as he s a w wha t
was going on. "Yer got him afore I arr ived, did
ier? Well, that's too bad. I would have liked
ter had a shot at him."
But when he heard how the grizzly had come
very near being the death of Arietta he wa s
greatly surprised. He looked the girl over and
then gave a nod' that was meant to be a warning.
"The next time you shoot at a grizzly you
want ter be careful an' not git too close to h im,
Arietta," he said.
Charlie was an expert at ;;kinning animals, and
it was not long before he had assisted Wild to
make a fine job of it.
"Do ;yer want ther head, Disbrow?" he a sked,
11:rinnin11: at the tenderfoot.
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"No," came the reply. "I have no use for it,
Charlie."
"All right, then. But this is a mighty fine
skin, a n' don't yer forgit it. I'll fix it up for
yer, an' it'll save all right till yer git ther finishin' touches put to it. You take this pelt back to
New York an' tell 'em jest what happened. By
that time you'll be ready ter laugh over it yourself, though I s'pose now you still feel a little bit
scared. "
"I certainly do, Charlie. I consider I had a
very narrow escape, but it was nothing to what
Arietta had."
"Well, I suppose we'll have ter put this here
thinJt down as ther story of Arietta an' ther
grizzly bear, which will be told more than once
around ther camp-fire. Yer know, we're in ther
habit of often bringin' up sartin things tha have
happened when there ain't nothin' up ter do an'
we're takin' it easy of a night, when ther fire is
blazin' afore us an' not a thing within miles of
us ter bother us."
"I consider it will make a very good story to
tell, indeed " Disbrow declared. "When you are
telling it, Charlie, don't forget to ·relate the funny part of it, which was when I was diving into
that cave over there. It was the only place I
saw whe1·e I might get away from the animal,
so I took to it with all my might."
"Well, I r~ckon if there hadn't been anybody
here ter. shoot ther grizzly you would have been in
a might y bad way. Ther grizzly would sartinly
have went right in after you, an' then in less
than a minute there wouldn't have been a bit of
breath left in yer."
"It's _awful to think about, Charlie," and Disbrow shuddered again.
But when he saw them laughing he soon recovered"-and it was not long before he was in his
normal state, again. In a little while they were
ready to r~,;urn to the camp, and then they made
their '&'~Y along as quickly as possible. Whan
they arrived there they found Slasher Dan re,ting as ea sily as could be expected, though he wa"
plainly in a very uneasy frame of mind. , The
tents had been taken down, and the pack-horses
were already loaded, so there was nothing to
delay them a minute.
"Now, then," said Young Wild West, as he assisted Arietta to mount her horse, "I reckon
we'll rµake straight for Shakedown. We won't
get there till after dark, I suppose, but it will
be all r ight. We will camp in the same spot, and
the moment we get there I am going for Denver
-Tom anrl Rohling. I have an idea that the villain
who took fli ght when he saw Slasher Dan go
down with a bullet will be there, for he probably
thinks that his companion .is dead, and · that we
don't know who he is."
They moved a little faster than they had in
coming, and it was just a lit tle after darkness
came that they came in sight of the mining camp.
They rode right up to t he spq_t they had camped
upon the night before and dismounted.
"Now then, boys," said Wild, nodding to his
partner,s, you come with me. Disbrow, I want you
to come, too. We are going t o look for Denver
Tom. Arietta will take care. of the prisoner, but
I reckon there is no danger of his trying to ,ret
away, since he couldn't walk, if he tried that."
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"I'll stay right here, Young Wild West," spoke barroom, "just listen for a minute and I will tell
up Slasher Dan. "Don't think I'm goin' ter try you something."
ter git away if I could. I'm leavin' this to you,
The young deadshot then quickly related how
an' I'm dependin' on you to have mercy for me." the two villains had followed his party for the
Jim was quite willing· to accompany them, so purpose of killing certain members of it, and
the four left the Chinaman and the girls to put what had happened, not omitting the confession
the camp in shape, a nd headed straight for the tha t had been made by Slasher Dan.
Shakedown Hotel. Men were singing inside, and
"Gentlemen," said he, in conclusion, "I have •
the clinking of glasses told that somebody was made up my mind to let Slasher Dan off, even
he.ving a good time. . As Wild stepped into the though I think he is deserving of being hanged.
barroom he saw the very two men he was looking While neither of the three committed murder,
for standing before the bar, with three or four they all were eager to do it. But since we are
others gathered about them. They were doing all alive and per fectly sound, I propose that we
the singing, in fact, and Denver Tom appear ed let them go. Denver Tom and Robling should
to be in an exceptionally jolly mood. But the have t wo hours to make preparations to leave
moment his eyes rested upon the young dea d- Shakedown. There will be a train going out toshot he stopped short in his jollity, while his night,· so I understa nd, so they had better take it
face !urned deathly pale.
and never show up here aga in. They have been
"Good evening, gentlemen!" said Wild, in his assisting in a great swindling game, a s well a s
cool and easy way. "You seem to be having a
plotting aginst the lives of myself and others.
good time. Are you celebrating any great event, A s for Slasher Dan, I hope you will slip in and
01· bas a rich vein of silver been struck?" .
take care of him until he gets• alile to do · some"Young Wild West! " g·asped Rohling, he, too, thing again. There may be a chance of his reforming. That's all I have to say· now, gentleturning pale.
"You have got that right, Mr. Rohling. We men."
"Three cheers for Young Wild West!" yelled
thought we would come back instead of going on
Gil Jock, the hotelkeeper . "He's ther squarest
down into Arizona."
The boy now coolly drew a revolver, and level- boy that ever come to this camp."
The yell that went up showed plainly that all
ing it at Denver Tom, stepped forward, at the
thos'e present, with the exception of the two vilsame time saying:
"Now, then, you sneak-thief, just hand over lains, thoroughly agreed with hirri. But there
were a few there who felt inclined to use the
tb.e money you stole from the tenderfoot last
• night. Be quick about it, or I will send a bullet rope on Denver Tom and Robling. Wild, however, managed to persuade them that it was best
through your heart."
"Don't shoot, You'ng vVild West!" cried the to let them go, so it was finally settled, and the
frightened scoundrel. "Just point that gun some two were told to get ready to make a hasty departure. It was not necessary to tell them this
other way, will you?"
.
"Not until you do as I-tell you!" was the reply. the second time, for they quickly hunied to the
cave that was supposed to be the office of the
"I didn't steal the tenderfoot's money."
"You lie! Slasher Dan has told us all about silver mining company, and when the train J?Ullit. He is · at our camp this very minute, wounded ed out that night they· were passengers aboard it.
so he can't walk.,- He made a clean breast of the 'l'hat really put an end to Shakedown, for as our
whole thing, so you had better hand over the friends learned later, in less than two weeks after
money. You have part of it, and Rohling has the the events just described, the place was abanrest. Slasher Dan has given his part to Disbrow doned, as had been the fate of many similar mining camps. When Young Wild West and his comalready."
Rohling looked around as though he was going panions left Shakedown, the neJ\;t day, the tenderto try to leave the room. But Cheyenne Charlie foot our hero had staked went with him. He did
not car e to ride back to Silverton in the train
had already covered him with a revolver.
"You stay right where yer are, you sneakin' he declared, and as they were going to that plac~
coyote!" the scout commanded, hi s eyes flashing. he was satisfied to ride along with them on a
"My fingers is jest itchin' ter pull ther trigger on horse he had purchased for sixty dollars. Slasher
Dan promised them a ll fa ithfully, when they bade'
you."
.,,
him good-by, tha t he would be a better man in the
As though there was no other way out of it, future, but whether he kept his word or not they
Rohling placed his hand in his pocket and 'quickly never knew for that was the last they ever
drew forth the hundred dollars.
saw of him. Of cours e, the tenderfoot paid Wild
"Here is my part of the money," he said, and his hundred dollars, and when they left him at
be quickly placed it upon the bar.
Silverton there were tears in his eyes, for he had
Wild nodded to the tenderfoot, who quickly really fallen in love with Young Wild West and
stepped forward and took possession of the hun- his friend s and hated to leave them.
,
dred dollars.
'.'You just stick to that grizzly 13kin, Disbrow,"
"Come, hand over the rest of it, Denver Tom," Wild called out as he bade him adieu.
·
the young· deadshot said, sternly.
"I will never part with it, Wild," was the re"Well, I suppose it's all up, so I will have to ply, and then the train rolled away, leaving our
do it," was the reply.
friends to start out in search of fresh adventures.
In le,;,s than a minute he had produced the balance of the stolen money and Disbrow took it,
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG
smilingly.
·
WILD WEST RO PIN G THE 'G HO ST
"Now, then, gentlemen," ·said Wild, turning his .DANCERS'; or, SPOILING AN INDIAN OUTAttention to the crowd that had gathered in the BREAK."
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CURREN.T NEWS
some were led to believe that color had come from
an overindulgence in blossomfng dandelions.

HE WANTED PEA SEED FOR SOUP
J. R. Wilkie, head of the Emporia Walfare Association, Emporia, Kan., recently received a supply of Government garden seeds from Congressman Homer Hoch. He has been giving them to
home gardeners for several days.
A small boy entered the welfare office and a sked
for some pea seed. It was not his first visit.
"You· must be planting a lot of pears this year,"
said Mr. Wilkie.
'' Don't -plant -'em," said the boy. "Ma makes
soup of 'em."
No seeds were forthcoming.

-NINETY FEET OF TROUSERS

In the Balkans, where women tend goats and

cattle in the mountains, it is necessary for them
to wear trousers; skirts would be too cumbersome among the rocks. In Albania, however, especially at Scuta1·i, says a writer, women wear
trousars in accordance with a nold custom. An
Albanian woman takes pride in wearing trouser11
as voluimnous as possible, and as a result the
garments to not in the least resemble the ordina1·y masculine attire with which we associate
the word, but appear likt- tremendously full,
heavy skirts. The richer the woman is the more
extensive a re the trousers, and it is not at all
uncommon to see women wearing trousers that
are made of 90 feet or more of cloth. When an
Albanian girl is to be married all her relatives
contribute to provide her with trousers a s well
as with the full costume of an Albanian woman,
including caps adorned with gold and pearls and
with gold ornaments. The CQmplete dress weighs
more than 60 pounds. It is no wonder, therefore,
that to take quick steps is impossible, and that
when the women are at home they sit crosslegged.

HIS VIVID YELLOW HORSE
A bright yellow horse attracted as much attention in Wenatchee Wash., recently as a freak
in a circu s.
The animal was driven to the city by an aspiring orchardist, who has been spraying his fruit
t r ees with a mixture of sulphur and lime. Anything this concoction- touches turns at once to a
beautif ul amber tone,
The ha ir of the horse being very abso1·bent collected an unusual amount of the spray and the
queer tint resulted. Men on the street s there,
ignorant o fthe cau se of the yello w ha ir, remar ked on the r a rity of a mber horses, while
,

A BIG. CHANGE IN

"MOVING PICTURE STORIES''
Magnificent Art-Work Covers in Sepia - Handsome Sepia
inside illustrations - Twice as many· and better pictures
than before - Intimate talks with the greatest picture
stars - Splel\..did stories of the very best film plays - And
all sorts of news from the studios
.,

TAKE NOTICE!
If you thought "Moving Picture Stories" was a bright, sparkling little magazine in
the past, you ought to see it now! Improved 100 per cent. in every department. The
big portraits of actresses, the zippy short articles and up-to-date interviews make it
doubly interesting. No room here to tell you all · the good things it contains. Just
buy a copy and you will be delighted at all you "get for 7 cents.

The Number Out Today Is a Dandy!
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GOING IT ALONE
-Or,-

A BOY WITHOUT A HOME
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XI.
A Manly Act.
"I shall stay here as long as I choose," he said,
boldly. "I regard you as a coward, sir. I don't
'believe that you would dare hit a man who is facing you."
This was a shot that told. The jacks all looked
,on in awe. They knew that Tom was of a supefl'ior mould and that he might face the boss. None
l'<>f them dared to <lo so.
Wesley was plainly surprised as well as enraged that Tom dared to defy him. Bob Neely
· Jrnd walked closer ready to give his chum assist; ance.
"See here, Wesley," he said, sternly, "you are
,exceeding your authority. It is not necessary to
' maltreat a man that way."
I "Oh, you are going to mix in, too, are yoit?"
(hissed the boss. "I suppose because you are the
son of one of. the company you think that a lum1ber boss takes orders from you. I iriess you will
learn that a boss in the woods don t take orders
,even from the firm itself. He is the boss and no
•
,one can meddle with him:'
"Sir," said Tom, coldly, "this is not a case of
authority or anything of that kind. It is a mat, ter of plain humanity. You. have committed a
tJllean, cowardly act and should be discharged from
f,your position for- it. I don't think any man who
calls himself a !man would ever strike a poor cripr'.()le like him."
"That is none of your business, you meddling
,snipe," howled the boss. "Now for that I am go.fog to stand you on your head. I will see if such
prigs as you are going to defy me."
With that Wesley made a grab at Tom. Now
the young surveyor knew full well that Wesley
t":as a powerful man and that he would have no
,show 'With him in a clinch.
So Tom carefully but quickly figured out his
,chances. He knew that every man has his vul,'1-erable point. He decided that Wesley's was his
tStomach. So, quick as lightning Tom dropped his
'.)i,ead and as Wesley ran in on him he shot out
(With both of his fists straight into the woodsman's
,9tomach. The blow was a tremendous one, for
/'Wesley threw his whole weight against Tom.
The result was surprising. Wesley gave a
srunt and reeled to one side, and staggering, we
down gasping and rolling over.
In the u sual way of the backwoods Tom would
.)lave been permitted to jump on hi:q1 and pum•
;mel him when he was down. There were no
~les of fair fighting ih the woods. It was us-

-

ually the man who got the upper hand in any sort
of way that won.
• Tom, however, did not take this advantage of
his foe. He felt sure that he could now hold his
own with the bully, even if they came t o close
quarters. The blow that Wesley had received
would weaken him and Tom knew that he would
be easy to handle.
The jacks all stood back aghast with surprise.
They had wondered at the nerve of the young surveyor in facing Wesley. But they wondered more
at what they saw.
Bob was close by Tom ready to take a hand.
But Tom said in a low tone:
"I don't need any help, Bob. He will not come
back strong now. I have disabled him."
"He is a big man, Tom, and he may have a
knife."
This latter thought had come to Tom ah·eady.
He knew that men in the woods always carried a
sort of big jack-knife that they used in many
ways. It also served as a weapon.
Wesley staggered to his feet after a while and
his breathing could be heard all about. The blow
that Tom had given him was in a vulnerable spot
and he was feeling it.
But his eyes were bloodshot and red. He was
insane with rage. He for a brief moment balanced himself and then with a roar of rage and
hate made another rush at Tom.
This time he managed to get in closer and Tom
received a jolting blow pn the head. But it only
momentarily stunned him. _ The next moment
with wonderful science and skill he was punching
the bully in the face. Tom landed twice on his
right eye~nd drew blood from his nose. It was
plain that he was too scientific and Wesley could
not dodge or parry his blows.
The result was that presently Tom was able
to stand off and sidestep his enemy and rain
blows upon him. Again and again Wesley rushed
at him, but each time Tom dodged him and . hit
him somewhere in the face.
Wesley was bleeding like a pig now. He was
blinded, too, !with the blood. He was, however,
insane with rage despite the fact that he was being whipped. He hoped to close in on his lith'.e
antagonist and finish him .
Tom did :not give him the chance, however.
Again and again he rained blows upon him.
This was beginning to tell, for Wesley was stag- '
gering about helpless. He swung wildly, but was
never able to land. Then suddenly Tom darted
in and with both hands sent a terrific blow to the
man's iron jaw and he went over on the ground in
a senseless heap. He was knocked out.
.,, And by a mere boy, too.
Never after that did the rough lumi>erjacks
forgot to tell the story of the young surveyor
who knocked out the·ugly boss of the-camp. They
,,.were Tom's warmest .admirers after that.
Tom was unhurt. Wesley was picked up and
carried to his cabin. It was wholly impossible
for him to seek revenge upon his youthful antagonist that day, for he was unable to see out of
his damaged eyes .
I

(To be continued,)
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HERE AND THERE
SCREW-TAIL KITTEN
Mrs. Philip Durocher of Springfield has a kitten with a screw tail, resembling the corkscrew
tail of a bulldog. The kitten is one of a litter
of four, each having tails varying in length; one
a short bob, one a medium length bob, the third
a lorig tail.

vol~anic materials in th~ upright position in
which they grew. In the Specimen Ridge neighborhood there are many levels of upright peti·ified
trunks _found alternating, like the layers in a
cake, with levels of lava. This shows that after
the first forest grew and was engulfed by lava
enough time elapsed for a second forest to grow
upon that level, and that this in turn was engulfed with new lava to make the level for a new
forest, and so on.
"How was the wood fossilized?" is perhaps the
first question the visitor aks.
•
Though the whole history of the process. is not
fully understood it is probably dependent upon
entombment of the trees in materials of the
earth- which are constantly saturated with water
containing a considerable amound of silica in so~ution. This silica ch_arged water was drawn up
mto the wood by cap1llarity, the silica being deposited in the cells and vessels of the wood after
the water evaporated, making an accurate cast of
all open spaces. Then, while ·the slow process of
decay went on, as each particle of organic matter
":as removed its plane was taken by the silica until finally all the wood substance had disappeared
a!1~ its place atom by -atom had been taken by
s1hc:1, Thus the wood fossilized with remarkable
fidelity; each cell and vessel with its characteristi~ pits and markings was preserved exact!,:
as 1t grew.
·
·

INDIAN TELEPHONE GIRL
Glacier National Park has a big hotel which
keeps in touch with the outside world through
the telephone, which is a quicker way than
through the vfsitors, although ?pore news is disseminated through the latter medium. It is quite
a novelty to some of the visitors, who happen to
go to the switch-board for some information from
the operator, --to see that the seat is occupied by
a sure-enough Indian gil;l. She is educated and
intelligent, and can hold her own in conversation
with any of them. She is the daughter of a chief
and her picturesque name is Jennie Many Tail
Feathe1·s.
VILLAGE

BARS

GAMES OF . DOMINOES
SUNDAY
Blue Jaws of ultramarine hue are being enforced in Dunbar, W. Va. The policy of the administration is to keep the lid down tight. Somebody slipped over the line of demarcation the
other Sunday and played dominoes. News of the
crime reached the ears of Mayor R. H. Garrett,
and he forthwith caused the following official notice to be published in the Dunbar Advance:
"Must close Sunday!
"Notice is hereby given that the pJaying of
dominoes in any public place in Dunbar on Sunday will not be permitted after this date. B: H.
Garre, Mayor."
"FOSSIL FORESTS"
Isolated pieces of fossil wood are of cofnparatively common and widespread oc.currence, but
only exceptionally are they so massed and ag- .
gregated as to be worthy of the designation of
"fossil forest." In fact there are only four of
these fossil forest areas, three of which are in the
United States, the other being near Cairo, Egypt.
Of the fossil forests in the United- States, one
is near Calistoga, Cal.; several extensive forests
are in the Petrified Forest National Monument,
Arizona, and the others are those in Yellowstone
National Park, and in many respects the most remarkable fossil forests known.
As one views the forests of the Petrified Forest National Monument from a little distance,
with their hundreds, even thousands, of prostrate
segments of logs, it is difficult to realize that they_
are really turned to stone and are now exhumed
from the earth. The appearance they present is
not unlike a Jog drive that has been stranded by
the receding waters, and in truth this is what
occurred reons ago.
In the Yellowstone National Park most of the
trees were ei:itombed by the outpouring of various
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INTER.ESTING RADIO, NEWS
A NEW HOOK-UP
The hook-up of a reflex circuit is out, employing two tubes. A vacuum tube is used as the detector in place of a crystal, as is the case in many
1·eflex circuits. A "soft" tube operates best as
the detector. The tuning is done py a vario-coup!er, honeycomb or spiderweb coils and by the secondary condenser with vernier attachment. The
by-pa&i,. condensers across the phones and audio
frequency transformer windings are extremely
important. The potentiometer across the "A"
battery sh'4uld be ,a bout 400 ohms resistance. The
second tube should ,lie an amplifier. All wires
should be as short as possible and none parallel
or close together. The mica fixed condenser across
the phones is .002 mfd.

speaker or attracting the attention of other listeners. That's lucky for the speaker.
Lecturers have often held the attention of an audience throughout the talk because of courtesy and
respect of the assembly. The ether lanes continuously vibrate with hundreds of voices and it
is not discourteous to shift from one wave length
to another. It does not annoy the speaker.
The instant a speaker sending his voice into
space by radio tells the listeners he cannot speak
many of the audience may be lost. Just a slight
turn of -a dial on the receiving set puts the operator in tune with some other voice broadcast
from one of the- radiophone transmitters. When
a speaker apologizes for his inability as a public speaker, his voice, topic or delivery, he condemns himself.

EXERCISES BY RADIO
A novel feature has been introduced by the
WHN radiophone station at Ridgewood, N. Y.,
says the Sclientific Americ.an. This station has
been broadcasting morning exercises as early as
'1 o'clock for the benefit of early risers, in addition to its weather 1·eport and the latest overnight Washington, foreign and domestic news.
Another period of morning exercise is given at
'1.80 o'clock. At 8 a. m. 'still another period is
prqvided for late risers. These exercises are
giv'en with music. At 9.15 a. m. the WHN station sends out a series of reducing exercises, intended especially for woman, and at 10.30 p. m.,
liedtime exercises with music are given in connection with .final night news and the evening
program.

BODY INDUCTANCE
In radio reception the body has a peculiar characteristic of acting as an inductance of very great
resistance Ol' as a capacity of low value. As an
inductance you can obtain results by disconnecting the aerial from the apparatus and holding
the aerial in one hand and touching the antenna
terminal of your apparatus with the other hand.
In the case of near-by broadcasting stations,
where you are using the vacuum tube detector
with two stages of amplification, fairly good loud
reception can be obtained by placing the body in
series with antenna and the apparatus. To do
so, bowever, is merely an experiment, and it has
no value, as it materially reduces the strength of
the signals. The body will exert a capacity effect if the hands are placed across certain of the
terminals in your set. For instance, if you place
A WIRELESS HOUSE TELEPHONE
A German inventor has developed a wireless your fu!ger on the grid and plate terminals of
system for the house telephone. In place of the your vacuum tube the body will act as a condial selection of the number representing the ex- denser, giving a slight feed-back from the plate
tension which it is desired to call, the ·sending circuit to t}le oscillatory circuit, and a slight inside of the instrument from which the call is crease in strength will be observed on vacuum
s that are not regenerative in themselves.
made has means for adjusting the outgoing wave- tube
length in steps of 20 metres. 'fhe receiving side This ody capacity effect is sometimes the cause
of each instrument, on the other hand, is :fixed . of a great deal of inconvenience particularly in
and incapable of adjustment. The "director" of sets using vacuum tubes, where 'the set itself is
the intramural lines indicates the frequency to not ground shielded. The annoyance consists of
which each instrument responds, and one makes the fact that after the operator of the set has
the proper adjustment of one's transmitter to get completed the tuning arrangements and withthe qesired party. As far as the acts of speak- draws his hand, the whole set is thrown out of
ing and listening are concerned, the instrument adjustment. This is caused by the removal of
has receiver and mouthpiece quite like the con- the small amount of capacity represented by the
body out of the circuit when the operator withventional wfred phone.
draws his hand.

'?

PUBLIC SPEAKERS
Modesty and diffidence often embanass the best
of public speakers. But for those who speak for
the radio there is no nerve-.breaking audience to
ibe faced.
Many lecturers and speakers appearing before
the microphone in a radio studio broadcast some
sort of an apology as the introductory remarks.
Unlike the gathering in a banquet hall, auditorium or lecture hall the radio audience can "walk
~ut" without interrupting or embarrassing the

REGULATIONS
Secretary of Commerce Hoover in Washington made public on April 1st the recommendations of the recent radio conference, and . announced regulations which the department will
adopt to eliminate jamming the air with , messages.
The report of the conference recommends making available all wave lengths from 225 to 545
metres for public broadcasting, the various possible bands to be assigned to different stations in
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order to reduce interference and to build up
zonal regions of distribution.
Concerning the difficulty in ship communications, and his plan for working out internal
broadcasting, Mr. Hoover says:
"The conference recommended that the ultimate
development for ship communication be to assign for the general purpose of shipping the
whole wave area from 600 to 800 metres, different bands being allotted within this area for differene shipping purposes.
"For internal broadcasting the department pro- •
poses to co-operate with the various stations with
a view to developing a systematical assignment
of wave lengths within the broad confines of the
recommendations of the conference!' In order to
carry this out without hardship the following
classification of stations will be made:
"Class A stations, equipped to use power not
exceeding 500 watts. In this class it is proposed that the radio inspectors, in co-operation
with the station owners, shall assign distinctive
wave lengths to each station so far as is possible
in the area from 222 to 300 metres.
"Class B stations, equipped to use from 500 to
1,000 watts. In this class it is proposed similarly to offer to license these stations on special
wave lengths from 300 to 345 and from 375 to
545 metres.
"Class C stations, now licensed for 360 metres.
In this class no new licenses will be issued for
stations on 360 metres until the plan is entireiy
realized.
"Under the plan amateurs are given the whole
area from 150 to 220, instead of being fixed upon
200, with special license at 375. The special licenses hitherto issued for amateurs at 375 will
now be issued at 220."
A TINY RADIO RECEIVING SET
The new "microdion," as a French receiving
set is called, in spite of its small size forms a
radio outfit which is complete and is intended for
exact working. This patented device contains
a number of improvements which will be appreciated, and it is attracting quite a little attention in Paris radio circles.
At the front are two control knobs for two
adjustable condensers, one placed in the antennaground circuit and the other in parallel on the
tuning coil. The tuning and tickler coils are
mounted upon a common tube and are formed of
nine flat coil sections, each having its contact
point. On account of the constantly increasing
wave length of the large transmitting stations, it
has been found necessary to increase considerably
the size of the tuning coils in receiving sets. The
size can be reduced in the first place by means
of ithe flat coils, but within a recent period it
has been feasible to produce cores made of a
very fine soft-iron wire, and these can be used
in order to apply the effects of self-induction to ·
radio coils, about as in the -usual induction coil,
and this will again reduce the size of the flat
coils.
The microdion makes use of this improvement,
and the wave-length o.f the coil is increased alt
will by the introduction of a soft--iron wire core
to a greater or less degree, and this gives a most
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exact tuning and affords the perfect coupling of
the tuning coil with the tickler. coil. The core
which slides through the two coils now transmits
the energy not only by the direct action of one
wire upon another but especially by the variation
of the magnetic field. On the other hand, the
wave-length of the tickler coil is increased to a
like degree, since the same core extends through
both of the coils.
A new type of three-electrode lamp with low
current now makes it possible to operate with
small batteries of dry cells for the plate circuit
as well as for the heating, so that this results in
a compac~ set contained in a small battery box,
the connection being made with the microdion by
cord and plug. We are obliged to omit a mun•
ber of other improvements in default of space in
which to describe them. The microdion and battery box can be carried in a 4x5-inch camera.
box.
A BIG YEAR FOR RADIO
The annual report of the Radio Corporation of
America for the year ended December 31 shows
the company to be in a :flourishing condition. Its
net income after expenses and depreciation
amounted to $2,974,580, all of which was apRropriated as a reserve for Federal taxes, amortiza,.
tion of patents and writing off of organization expenses. This compares with net income of $426,.799, which was set up as reserve for amortization
of patents during the preceding twelve months.
Gross income for the period footed up $14,830,857, against $4,160,844 in 1921. Expenses, depreciation, etc., $12,126,465, as compared with
$3,762,231 in the previous year. Balance was $2,704,392, against $398,613 in 1921. The net income was used as follows:
Reserve Federal taxes; $270,000; reserve amortization of patents, $2,480,576; organization expenses written off, $224,003.
The corporation values its plant and equipment
at $12,711,348; patents, good will, etc., $16,735,283 ; stocks of subsidiary and associated companies, $1,173,508; cash of $946,889 and other
items, _which bring its total assets up to $40,-'
975,608.
· The company has outstanding preferred stock
to the amount of 3,955,974 shares (par $Ii) of
a value of $19,779,870 and also common stock to
the amount of 5,734,300 of no par common i.tock,
of a value of $13,660,164. Its current liabilities
are $2,688,942; advanc'ed collections from foreign customers, $895,600.
President Harbord, in part. says:
"The corporation has in operation nine circuits, oldest of which caine into service three
years ago. These are rendering steadily increasing public radio telegraph service in keen competition with seventeen cable circuits to Europe and
one to the Far East. It is estimated that the corporation is handling between 20 per cent. and 30
per cent. of international massage business across
the Atlantic and between 40 per cent. and 50 per
cent. across the Pacific.
"For years the most; important cable services
of the world have centered in Great Britain, but
the United States has been given leadership in
development of radio art and has made this country the center of a world-wide wireless system."
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
WORLD'S OLDEST LIFE
The oldest living thing in the world is thought
to be the famous cypress in the churchyard of the
village of Santa Maria del Tule, a few miles
from Mexico City. Experts have estimated its
age as between 5,000 and 6,000 years. It is said
to have been a stripling 200 years old when
Cheops built the great pyramid. In 1903 the tree
:was , measured and found to be, 126 . feet in circumference.
BLUEBERRIES AN INCH THICK
A blueberry an inch in diameter is not a dream
but a possibility. At the United States Department of Agriculture testing plantation at
,W hitesbog four miles east of Brown Mills, N. J.,
about 25,000 blueberry hybrids have now been
fruited. Many of them have produced berries
three-fourths of an inch in diameter, several
:four-fifths of an inch, and one of them this year
reached almost seven.-eighths of an inch.
FOUR MORE ST AMPS
With the issurance · of· four new stamps the
Post Office Department has completed the revision of the entire series of designs, which number 27, Postmaster General New announces. From
,t he old issue the 13-cent was eliminated, as it was
only issued during the war, when postage was 3
cents and a letter had to be ).Jegistered for 10
cents additional. Fourteen-cent and 25-cent denominations are new.
~
'
The decision to change the designs was
prompted by the difficulty of distinguishing between various denominations of the present issue
because of their similarity, it was said.
The new denominations issued May 1 include
the 7-cent McKinley stamp, printed in bankblack; the 8-cent Grant stamp, printed in olive
green; the Indian head, in indigo blue, and the
,Golden Gate, in crimson, of "2-cent documentary

red."
HISTORIC PLACES MARKED
I
Visitors to Washington may acquire- a good
deal of history, both local and national, if they

will only stop long enough to read the wooden
markers on many of the houses or hanging from
iron fences, for they record whatever is worth
saving and handing down to posterity of people
and events connected with the premises.
The wooden markers are to give place shortly
to br?nze ones, as outlined by the permanent
committee to mark points of historic interest in
the District of Columbia. The new tablets will
be larger than the· old wooden ones, and among
the first to be erected will be one on old Ford's
Theatre, in which President Lincoln was assassinat~d. This was erected in 1833 as the First
~aptist Church. ~noth~r will be directly opposite, on the house m which the martyr-President
died and in which Capt. 0. H. Oldroyd has his
$106,oo_o Lincoln collection. The Varnum Hotel,
wh~re. m 1796 st_ood Thomas Lew's residence in
which he entertained as guests George Washington, Louis Philippe, and Count Volney, and later,
when a hotel, Thomas Jefferson, Albert Gallatin
and Joseph B. Varnum, were guests is also to be
ma1·ked. In 1886 the United Stat~s Coast Survey occupied it. Other bronze markers will be put
u~ as fast as the money is available.

LAUGHS
Young Larry-Ah! Maggie, I love yez as much
a,s ou~ goat l9ves circus. posters. Maggie-And
I 11 stick to ye, Larry, like the posters stick to
the fence, an' better.
He (In Chicago)-May I have the pleasure of
your company at supper, Miss Breezy? SheYou're a little la~e, Mr. Waldo; I've been down
to supper three times already.
"Does the baby talk yet?" asked a friend ot" the
family of the little brother. "No," replied tbe
little brother, disgustedly. "He don't need to
talk. All he has to do is yell and he gets everything "in the house worth having."
"Yes, papa, Jack is poor, but he loves me.
Mayn't I marry him, papa?" "Well, yes if you
want to." "You dear old thing-but 'when?"
"Immediately." "Oh, but you know it's Lent."
"Yes, but wouldn't it be well to get broken into
fasting right away?"

'
"My husband is the laziest
man on earth," declared Mrs. Harlem. "Dear me I I wonder if he
is lazier than mine," replied Mrs. Bronx. "Indeed he is. Why, he even ordered soft coal for
the furnace because he thought it would be easier
to shovel than hard coal."
First Hotel Runner-This way for th..e · Grand
Hotel, sir. Only hotel in town with electric lights,
steam heat in every room, passenger elevator,
baths, billiard parlors, all modern improvements.
Three dollars a day. Free 'bus right here, sir.
Second Hotel Runner-Acme Hotel, sir. Four
dollars a day; fifty cents to ride up. Proprietor
pays the help out of his own pocket. (Passenger
fairly tumbled into second 'bus.)
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NEWS FROM EVERYWHERE

AN AUSTRALIAN PARADISE
✓Recent explorations · in the very center of
Australia have resulted in the discoyery of a hitherto unknown fresh-water lake. During rainy
season it ·has a circumference of twenty miles.
The surface was described as "a moving mass of
ducks."
At Alice Springs, in the MacDonnell range,
where settlements have already been made )llany
miles beyond the terminus of the railway, the
climate in July and early August is described
as ideal: There are frosts at night and sometimes ice in the morning.
Fruits and V!'!getables are excellent and surprisingly prolific. "The white children of the
pioneers in this remote district look like English children and the adults are pictures of
health"-at least in the eyes of Australia's enthusiastic explorers.

ARABIAN HORSES
So far as we know the Arabian breeders have ·
no patented system of training their horses different from those prevailing among peoples of a
similar degree of civili.z1ltion. Naturally the lack
of pasture results in young Arabian horses being fed a considerable quantity of barley, and, so
the story goes at least, a not inconsiderable quantity of the fruit of the date palm, fresh and dried,
by way of succulence.
·
The colts are broken, usually barebacked, at
2 or 3 years old. •Their subsequent handling is
much like that of all other horses, with perhaps
the difference that as early in life as possible the
young animals are accustomed to doing without
water for increasing periods of time in order to
accustom them later on to the scarcity of liquids
in desert journeys.
The ancienl; stories about the Arab steed being
kissed and bawled over by the sheik's whole family, kept in the living tent and foaled on the best
silk rugs are picturesque fables containing about
the same measure of truth as the one which dates ,
the pedigrees of Arabian horses back to the
mares owned in Biblical times by King Solomon.
SHIP CAPTAIN AND WIFE DIE HAND IN
HAND
The latest of the wreck of the British bark Amy
Turney, whose captain ·and his wife stood handin-hanq on the poop deck as the vessel went down
in a typhoon ofl' the Island of Guam March 27,
was brought to Manila May 3 by the four survivors of the disaster. Nine lives were lost in the
wreck.
.
The Amy Turner, from New Castle, Australia,
with coal, ran into the storm March 23. For more
than three days the bark fought the gale. On the
27th the crew decided to abandon the waterlogged vessel.
Two boats were preparing for launching and

the eleven men of the crew urged the captain,
Neilson, and his wife to join them, bu t they re•
fused t o leave the vessel.
Then the crew launched the two boats three
men in one, the remaining eight of the crew in
the other. The la,_rger boat capsized and seven
of her occupants were drowned, but the eighth,
Frank Lyndholm, swam to the side of the smaller,
boat and was hauled aboard.
"
A weary voyage followed. A sail was rigged
on the small craft and for twenty-eight days the
castaways ploughed through a wide expanse of
water until they made Surigao on the Island of
Mindanao, in the Philippin.e group.
They had a small supply of canned meat and
when this was exhausted they managed to catch
a dolphin, which they ate raw. Next the drinking water ran out, but after a day's thirst a
squall blew up with heavy rain and they refilled
their cask.
After landing at Surigao they were sent to
Manila, where they arrived later.

TRANSPLANT BIG TREE
A California big tree, growing in the St. Elizabe~h H ?sVital grounds at Washingto)l, D. C., is
domg mcely.
This tree, _transplanted son:ie 17 or 18 years
ago from California as an experiment to see if it
is possible for the sequoia gigantea to attain its
enormous size in Eastern climates of the United
States, has now reached the height of about 15
feet, with a trunk diameter between 7 and 8
inches_. It s till has a long way to go to equal
the diameter of the General Sherman Tree in
Sequoia National Park, which boasts of a diameter of over 36 feet.
The sequoia gigantea was planted in the District of Columbia with a great deal of care in the
grounds of the St. Elizabeth Hospital. It is loca~d- O? the north _side of the hospital building,
wh1~h 1s 70 feet ~1gh, and while it has grown
rapidly and healthily, fungi have destroyed some
of the foliage. According to Alvah Gooding, in
c~arge of the Ornamental Grounds of the Hospital Reservation, th; bark is now taking on some
of the characteristics of the big trees that are
found only in the Sequoia, General Grant and
Yosemite National Parks in California.
The biggest and oldest of these is the General
Sherman Tree, in the Sequoia National Park in
California. Its height is 279.9 feet. Its base circumference ~02.8 feet, and greatest diameter 35.5
feet. The diameter 100 feet above the ground is
17.Lfeet. The General Sherman Tree was a
sturdy roungster of some several hundred years
wh~n- Kmg Tutankhamen ruled in Egypt 30 centuries ago.
The St. Elizabeth Hospital is under the administration of the Department of the Interior, which
al~o administers the National Park system. It ia
said there are 160 varieties of trees in the hoapital grounds.

/

FROM ALL POINTS
WILL SHORTEN THE FLAG FOR THE SAKE
•
OF ART
The American flag is too long in proportion to
its width to be artistia and a reduction of 121.1
per cent.'-in the length of the present standard
size has been decjded by the Fine Arts Commission to be the most artistic. proportion.
In consultation wfth a committee of Government officials appointed for · the standardization
of the fill.fl: the commission decided upon a ratio of
1.76 to 1 instead of the present 1.90 to 1. That
would make the standardized flag about twothirds longer than its width.
The decision was reached through tests of various sized flags flown from the Arlington Amphitheater flagpole.
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NEW METHOD
HEALS RUPTUREKansas City Doctor's Discovery
Makes' Truss or Operation
Unnecessary.
Kansas City, Mo.- (Special)-A
new discovery which, experts agree, has
no equal for curative effects in all rupture cases, is the latest accomplishment
of Dr. Andrews, the well known Hernia
specialist of this city. The extraordinary success of this new method proves
that it holds and heals a rupture. It
weighs only a .few ounces. Has no hard
gouging pads, no elastic belt, no leg
~traps, no steel bands, and is as comfortable as a light garment. It has enabled hundreds of persons to throw
!J.way trusses and declare their rupture
· abs_olutely hea_led. Many of these had
serious double ruptures, from which
they had ,suffered for years. It is Dr.
Andrews' ambition to have every rup1 tured person enjoy the quick relief,
, comfort and healing power of his discovery, and he will send it on free trial
! j;o any reader of this magazine who
~rites him at his office 696 Koch Bldg.,
j{ansas City, Mo. He wants one person
Jn each neighborhood to whom he can
. ,rrefer. If you wish to be rid of rupture
'Jor good, without ,an operation, take
advanta~e of the doctor's free offer.
j :Write him today.

PLANT ATTAINS FULL GROWTH IN HALF
DAY
Early spring flowers have been known to spring
into sight over night under the enticing influence
of a sun that has sent its rays down upon the
earth for several days. Such plants are, of
course, as yet undeveloped when the appearance
is first noted. One of the most remarkable instances of rapid growth has been noted in the
development of a certain poisonous type of mushroom or fly fungus. T~ plant reaches full maturity within...1.2 hours after its cap first pierces
the surface of the ground.
The mushroom resembles somewhat the edible
type, but is extremely poisonous, for it has a
large content of poisonous alkaloid. It will
cause vomiting and finally death if eaten. The
fly fungus grows in woodland areas. Underneath its cap is a series of plates where the spores
grow. It may be distinguished by these spores.

LOCATING WATER PIPES
In connecting underground water pipes to supply a house or place of business it is necessary
of course to locate the street main, and unless
maps are at hand this means that the pipes must
be located by the expensive method of digging.
The water department of one municipality
avoids this expense by using a water pipe detec- ·
for invented by an employee.
A copper wire 500 feet long carried on a reel
is attached to a faucet or the ulumbing in a
house receiving water from the lost pipe. The
other end of the wire is connected to a faucet in
an adjoining house. A battery is placed in the
circuit, also an induction coil with interrupter,
and current then flows from one house to the
other through the wire and from the second hous8"
back to the first through the pipe. This circuit
is rapidly closed and opened by the action of the
interrupter, and consequently the current through
the water pipe is intermittent.
· The explorer now puts on a head telephone
which is connected to the detector carried in a
box close to the ground by a strap loop. When
the detector box in being carried about is brought
over the pipe sought a buzzing caused by the
inductive effect of the interrupted current flowin.r
in the pipe is heard in the head telephone. .

alife Aint in Holdin' a~Goo·d Hand,
but in Playiti a Poot Hand Well'
,,,-----=:::,,.

By R. C. Templeton

D

than
courage. It is the warm and beautiful
flame which lights the fires of ambition in
every man's soul and burns a forward path
through every difficulty.
It is easy to be courageous when the odds are in
your favor. But the greater hero is the man who
smiles a brave smile when days are darkest and
keeps on 'fighting toward the ultimate goal-"to the
last a warrior unafraid."
As Grantland Rice so beautifully expresses it:-HERi! IS NO FINl!R THING IN THI! WORLD

"God grant that in the strife and stres•
Which all must face who linger here-Upon the Field of Hopelessness
Or with the laurel swinging near,
-Upon the world's red firing line
The battle of the strong and weak.....
The fate of all the Fates be mine1,will not show the Yellow Streak.

If Fortune play me false or fairIf, from ,the shadowlands I creep
Up to the heigh~ and linger there,
Or topple downward to the deepOn up the rugged path of famF,
Where one man falls-anoth er mounts;
God l!fant- that I play out the 'game,
For there Is nothing else thai counts."

As the old cowboy saying goes-"Life ain't in

holdin' a good hand, but in playin' a poor hand well."
What if you did have to leave school when you
were but a boy! What if you have been working
:for years at a small salary with little or no chance
for advancement I Do you think that makes any
difference to a real figµter?
What you have done with your time up to now
accounts for what you are Today.
What you dq with your time f ro m now on will
decide what you will be Tomorrow.
Your hands can't earn the money you need. But
your head can-and will!-if you give it the chance.
No matter what your age-your education-or
your means,you can get out of the rut and maki; good
Jn a big way if you irit your teeth and say "I will."

O ;you want to_.advance in Business? In Advertising? In Salesmanship? Many of the country's forell!ost Sales · and Advertising Managers,
Chief Clerks, Accountants, Office Managers, Bookkeepers, and Private Secretaries have won success
with the help of the International Correspondence
Schools. More students have been enrolled in the
I. C. S. Business Co~rses than in any other business
courses in the country.
Would you. like to be a first-class Draftsman,
Mechanica~ E:lectrical, Civil or Steam Engineer? A
Chemist? An Architect? · A Building Contractor?
An Automobile Expert? Thousands or men have
climbed into big jobs in the technical professions
through I. C. S. help. _,,,
The I. C. S. is the biggest and oldest correspondence school in the world. For thirty-one years, it
has been helping men out of routine drudgery into
work they like-helping them to win advancement,
to have happy, prosperous homes, to know the joy
of getting ahead in business and in life.
How. much longer are you going to wait before
taking the step that is bound to bring you more
money? Isn't it better to start now than to wait five
years and then realize what the delay has cost you?
One hour after supper each night spent with the
I. C. S. in the quiet of your own home will prepare '
you for the position you want.
Here is all we ask: Without cost, without obligating yourself in any way, mark and mail this coupon.
It takes only a moment of your time, but it is. the
most important thing you can do today. Right now
is the time to say "I will,"

I
I

w---..!.-'"°"-TE AR O U T B E R l ! l - - - - - - lNTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 4489-B. Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obll1atton. nlease tell me how I can qualify for
lbe l)Oaltlon or in the subject before wbich I have marked an :a::
BUSINESS TRAINING DEPARTMENT
Bu1lne11 Manaaement
SalosmanshlD
Industrial Mana1ement
Advertistnc
Personnel Organization
Better Letter•
Traffic Mana1ement
Forelcn Trade
Bu1lneBB Law
Stenography and TYJ>ina
nkln~ and Banklng Law
8uaineas En1lilh

~~~~r,1tgio:11~!~~~fJ/·"'") im~:;rii1~I Clerk

~~:ii: M~~~etar1
1

fi~;~~~h~~t°3~~~~l:et,
O French
Illuetratlng
D Cartoonlna
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEPm!TMENT
1
~"r1~11 Read Ina
~!\chanlcal Encineer
Contractor and Builder

Bullne, • Spanlsh

ru:i:l~"L1!gri1g;erina
H:~t~!c~h~;a{}:~f~e
Rallroa,1 Po111tiori,

l

Gas Eneine Operatin,i
Civil Enelneer
Burve1ln8' and Mapplni:
Metallur11
D Mlninr
Steam Engtneertng
Radio
D Airplane Enatnea

:r~~

~~~~~~i~tir1~A£~•ttamao

Rtructural En1Jneer
Plumbing and Beating

Cht"mlstrv D Pharmacy

Automoblle Work
Navigation
Agricu_lture and Pou.ltr7

Mathematics

Name ........ .... ....... .... ........... ............................................................ ,.....
Street
1-10-2:1
Addresa ••••,, •••• ,1 .................nn•·w•••••••••••••••••••••···•·••u• .. ••·•·•········· ····· ·····"•

Clty .. .. ...................................... .......... State .. .. .......... ............................ .

Occupation ...... ...... ....... ..... ..... . ,.... ,., ............. ............. ........ ...... ........ ..... ..
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OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
- - LATEST ISSUES - !038 Young Wild West Rushing the Rustlers; or, Arletta'& Long Range Shot.
1039 " GrUllng the Gold Grabbers; or, The "Shoot•
Up" at Shooker.
1040 " Cowboy Challenge; or, Arletta's Good Guess.
lOU " Mysterious Enemies; or, The Sign ot the Silver
Seven.
1042 " Saving the Stagecoach: or, How Arletta Trapped
the Road Agents.
1043 " and "Mesquite Monte": or, The Worst Greaser
in Arizona.
II.OH " Defending the Camp; or, Arletta and the
Masked Raiders.
1045 " and the Cherokee Chief; or, The Redskins' Last
Fight.
1047 " 11s a Scout: or, Saving the Emigrant '!'rain.
l<KS " Rllllnlng the Ranch; or, Arietta's Onme Fight.
l(M9 " a-nil "Cha ppatal Chick"; or, 'l'he Handlts of
the Foothills.
1050 " and the Mad Mexican; or, Arietta's Warning
Shot.
1051 " and the Cowboy Mllllonaire; or, Hemm ...-ed In
by Enemies.
1052 " In the "Land of Dead Things"; or, Arletta and
the Vulto,res.
1053 " Lightning teap; or, a Desperate Duel on
Horseback.
1054 " In the Golden Valley; or, Arletta's Indian Sign.
tl.055 " Marked Mustang; or, Trapping the Horse
Thieves.
.
1056 " and "Puncher Pete": or, Arletta and the Dynamite.
1057 " Almost Beaten; or, The Secret of the Blasted
Pine.
1058 •· Buff.alo Hunt; or, A.rletta's Awful lUde.
1059 " at Bolivar Butte; or, The Camp That Was Run
by "Bad" Men.
1060 " and the Trapped Troopers; or, Arletta and the
Apache Ambush.
1061 " and the Cowgirl Queen: or, The Clean-up at
Ranch Forty.
1062 " and the Indian Agent: or, Arletta's Daring
Eipoae.
1063 " and the Rieb Ranchero; or, The Shot That
Made a Friend.
1064 " and the Death Stream; or, Arletta's Awful
.Alternative.
1065 " and "Spotted Sam": or Tralllng a Halfbreed.
1066 " Scrimmage In Mexico; or, Arietta and the Vaquero Dandy.
1067 " Balking the "Bad" Men; or, Saved by the Clever •
C.:hlnee.
1008 " Leading the Cowboys: or, Arietta's Fight With
the Rustlers.
!1.069 " Ontwittlng the Outlaws; or, Dandy Dick's Defiance.
1_070 " Pursuing the Pawnees: or, Arietta and the Redskin Princess.
1071 " and "Cunning Chip": or, The Gold Gang of
the Gulch.
!1.072 " and the Border Crooks; or, Arletta and the
Smuggler Queen.
1073 " Fighting the Fire Fiends; or, Saving a Herd
of Cattle.
107-l " Death Draw; or, Arletta Duping the Desperadoes.
1075 " and the Silent Scout; or, The Sign That Saved
the Settlement.
F•l' • ale by all newsdealer•, el' will be eent to any
ilddNH on receipt of price, '7o per COPJ', Ill money er
IIHtal'e 1tamp •, b:r
HABKY E. WOLFF, Publbher, lao.,
HI We• t 28d Street,
New York

,•t:r

HOW TO
SCENARIOS WRITE
THFM
Price 811 Oenta Per OOPJ'
Thia book contalna all the moat recent chanse• In the
method ot conatruction and submission of scenario ••
Sixty Lessons, coverlns every phaae ot scenario writing. For sale by all Newsdealers and Book • tores.
It you cannot procure a copy, send us the price,
SIS cent•, In money or postage stamp•, and we w111
mail ;you one, poatage tree. Addre11
SBNA.B.ENS, U9 Seventh A.Te., New York, N. Y.

a.:

Useful, Instructive and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Infor mation on Almost E very Subject
N o. 211. HOW T O BEC OME A GYMNAST.-Contaln ins full directions for all kinds of gymnastic sports
and athletic exercises. Embracing th"rty-five illustrations. By Professor W. Macdonald.
No. 26. HOW TO now, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.
-Fully illustrated. Full Instructions are given in this
llttle book, together with Instructions on swimming and
riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 28. HOW' TO TELL FORTUNES.- Every one !1
desirous of' knowing what h1s future lite wilI bring
forth, whether happiness or misery, wealth or poverty.
You can tell by a glance at this little book. Buy one
and be convinced.
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.-Every
boy should know bow Inventions originated. This book
explains them all, giving examples In electricity, hydraullcs, magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechanics, etc.
• No. SS. HOW TO BEHAVE.- Contalnlng the rules
and etiquette of good society and the easiest and most
approved methods ot appearing to good advantage at
~!~~~e, balls, the theeatre, churc~. aud in the drawingNo. 811. HOW TO PLAY GAJ\l.ll1S. -A complete and
useful little book, containing the rules and regulations
~ic~llliards, bagatelle, back-gammon, croquet, dominoes,
No. 86. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.- Containing all the leading conundrums· of the day, amusing
riddles, curious catches and witty sayings.
No. 40.

:e;ow

TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.- Includ-

lng hints on how to catch moles, weasels otter rats
squirrels and birds. Also bow to cure skins. Copiously
!llustrated.
.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S
JOKE BOOK.-Contnlning a great variety of the latest

jokes useq_ ~ the most famous end men. No amateur
minstrels r::implete without this wonderful llttle book.
No. 42.
THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP
SPEA.KER.-Contalnlng a varied assortment of stump
speeches, Negro, Dutch and Irish. Also end men's jokes.
J'ust the tbing tor home amusement and amateur shows.
No. 411.

THE BOYS OF NEW YORK llllNSTREL

GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK.-Somet.hlng new and ver
instructive. Every boy should obtain this book as
contains fqll ln~truct!ons for organizing an ai'.nate.nr
minstrel troupe.

ft

No. 46.

HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY

-A description of the wonderful uses ot electricity and
electro magnetism; together with full Instructions tor
making Electric Toys, Batteries, etc. By George Trebel
. A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty !llustrat!ons.
•
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL CANOES. -A.
handy book for boys, containing full directions for constructing canoes and the mos.t popular manner of sail_ing them. Fully 1llustrated.
No. 49. HOW TO DEBA.TE.r-Glving rules for COD•
ducting debates, outlines for debates, questions for discussion and the best sources for procuring information
on the questlot!l! given.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIJIIALS
-A valuable book, giving instructions In collectln •
preparing, mounting and preserving birds, animals an~
Insects.
,
No. 51.

HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH /CA.RDS.-Con-

No. 56.

HOW TO BECOJIIE AN ENGINEER.-Con•

talning explanations of the general principles ot sleight•
of-hand applicable to card tricks; ot card trlcks with
ordinary cards, and not requiring sleight-of-hand. ol
tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of specially
prepared cards. Illustrated.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY OARDS.-A' complete and
handy little book, giving the rules and full direction•
for playing Euchre, Cribbage, Cassino, Forty-FI-re
Rounce; Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch All
Fou_rs, and many other popular games of cards. '
taining full instructions how to become a locomotive
engineer; also directions for building a model locomotive: together with a full description of everything an
engineer should know.
For sale by all new • dealera or wW be sent to an,address on receipt of prlce, 10 cent• per COPJ', In monq
or postag-e stomps, b:r

HARRY E. WOLPF, Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street

Ne-w York

DAINTY
THIEVES
H o u s eholders
in
the
towns
and villages of
lower Delaware
are greatly puzzled and much
alarmed over the
frequent
incursions of a band
of burglars who
have been operating extensively in
this section for
more -than six
months. Notwithstanding the fact
that these robbers always use
pink candles to
light them
in
their operations,
and almost invariably
leave
large trails of the
grease about the
houses pillaged,
no trace of the
men has been
found that promises to lead to
th e i .r capture.
Anotner pecularity of this aesthetic band is that
they never take
nor disturb silverware, e v e n
though it be of
the finest sterling.
.
The Pink Candle Burglars take
chickens, money
and articles
found - about the
home of the village folk, but
they pass by jewelry, watches and
silverware
f or
s o m e unknown
reason and take
otheT. objects of
q u e s t i o n a ble
value.
Evidently the
gang hunts in
automobiles, for
it carries away
as many as fifty
or 100 chickens at
a time, and the
most mjfstifying
feature of the
looting is that
the burglars have
never awakened a
household nor an
inmate of a dwelling they , have
robbed.

LITTLE ADS

Write ta Riker & King, Advertising Offices, 1133 Broadway, New York City, or
29 East Madison Street, Chicago, for particulars about advertising in this maga8ine,
I

AGENTS WANTED

PERSONAL-Continued
Got ac;qualnted.

I will help you.

AGENTS WANTED-BIG MDNEY AND FAST SALES.

LONESOME?

oharge $1.50, make $1.35.

mony, lntorma.t,ion free, stamp, please. Jtiira. Franz. 941
'-M'-'o-"n"ta"'n"'a'--"S"I..,_,_C"'b°'l"ca"'r'-'o"-._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
LOOK WHOSE HERE! Princes, OKJE world fo.mouo
horoscopes. Get your's today, Don't delay. Send full
blrlbdale and 10c, K . Okie, 209 West 139U1 SI., New
.cY..coccrk"',_Nc..c.._Ycc·-·~ - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
MARRIAQ!: PAPER-20U1 year, Bir issue with descrlp. tlon1, photos, names and addresses. 25 cents. N"
other fee. Sent sealed. Box 2265 R, Boston, Mus.
MARRY-Free photo&raphs, directory and descrtpUou
of wealthy members. Pay when married. New Pla11
Co., Dept. S6, Kan••• City, Mo.
MARRY-\Vrt.te for big new directory with photos and
Ci~~scti~lons. Free. N ational Agency, Dept. A ., Kansu

E,ery gwner buys Gold In1tinls for bis auto.
Ten orders dally easy,

for partlculo.rs and free samples.

You

Write

American Monoaram

Co.• Dept. 171, E•st Oran••· N. J .
AG EN TS-Mason &Old 18 Comet Spi'ayen and Autowashers 'one Saturday. Profits $2. 50 each. ParUcuIara free. Established 80 years. B USLER CO,, Johna•
town, Ohio. Dent. !TA.
AGENTS WANTED TO ADVERTISE our i:oods and
distribute free samples to QOnsumere : 90c. au hour:
write for full particulars. American Products Co., S-162
American Bldg., Cinctnna.t.J, Ohio.
MAKE $30.00 DAILY, takini: orden, !or $3.05 Unionma.de raincoats. Factory prices.,. Largest comm111
r~~~ E°;;f!t
.eieptn~1t

1:r~~:Pyeo.,w1\l~~e1u~r! si1.

Chlo&&o,

FOR SALE
GOOD FARM LANDS! $15 to $35 per RC. $10 to
$50 down; ba1. long time. Clay loam .9011. ,vrtte
for free booklet. ~wigs.rt Land - co., M-1268 Ji'irst
Nat"l Ba.nlc B1clr.. Chicago,

HELP WANTED

EA RN $20 weekly spare tJme. at home, addressing,
malling. muslo drculars. Send lOe for music, information, eta. American Music Co., 1658 Broadway, N. Y.
BE A DETECTIVE. Opportunity tor men an d women
for secret investiga.tton in your district. \Vrite C. T.
Ludwir. 521 \Vestovtr Bldg., Kansas Clty, Mo.
DETECTIVES NEEDED EVERYWHERE. Work home
,r travel experien ce unnecessary. \Vrlte George WagneT, former Govt. D etective, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED

STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, etc. , are wanted for publl·
cation . • Su\Jmlt MSS. or write Literary Bureau, 515
Ra.nnibal. Mo.

methods insure confidence.

Hy

Hundreds seeking matrt•

MARRY IF LONELY; "Home Maker''; hundreds rich.
confidential; reliable; yearS experience: description•
free. " The Successful Club", Box 556, Oakland, California.
MARRY-MARRIAGE DIRECTORY with photos an<I
tlescrJp tions tree. Pay when married. The Ex~han,e.
Dept. 545, h.au,as City, Mo.
MARRY RICH-\Vorld's Leadin&" Correspondence Club
fo r lonely poo1He. Many worth to $400,000. Quick:
Reaults Guaranteed. Conftdentlal 11st FREE. Honorahle Ralph Hyde, 262, Sa.a Francisco, CalJf.
MARRY: Thousands coueenlal peoole. worth from'
$1,000 to $50,000 aeektne early marrtaee, descrloUonr.
ohotos, iutrotiuctlons free. Sealed. Either sex. Sen<I
no money. Address Standard Cor. Club. Grayslake, Iii.
MARRY RICH-Worl cl's Leading Corresl)Qndence Club
for lonely peOl)le, ,l;Jany worth to $400,000. Quiel!:
Results Guaranteed. Confldentla.l. list F.REE. Hon~able R alpll Hyde, 166. San Francisco, Calif.
PRETTY BACHELOR GIRL, wort11 $65,000, will marry.
Club, Box 55 , Oxford, Fla.
SIXTH AND SEVENTH BOOKS OF MOSES. E111pUa11

secrets. Black art., other rare books. Cat&lor !re•.
Star · Book Co., 5R23. 122 Federal St., Camden, N. J.
PRETTY
BACHELOR GIRL, worth $65,000, will roalTJ'.
tions to you to join her Club. Send 50c to Dax 55;Club, Box 55, Oxford, ~'la..
Dorchester Center. Mass.
WEALTHY HOTEL OWNER wants to marry retlnecl
l&dy. U-BoJC 85, League, Toledo, Ohio.
PERSONAL
ASTROLOGY-STARS TELL LIFE'S STORY. Send WI DOW, worth $65,000, wishes corresP-Ondent. Ol>iect.
birtJ1date and dllne tor trial reacUna:. Eddy. Westport
matrimony. M-Ilox 35, Learue, Toledo, Ohio.
St., 3927 Kenwood' Suite 73. Kansas City, Mo.
WHOM SHOULD YOU MARRY? We'll tell you. Sen&
ATTRACTIVE YOUNG WIDOW , worth $40,000, will
SOo and birth date to Character Stu.dies, 1515 Ma,sonto
marry. Club. Box 1022, \Yichita, Kansas.
Temple, New York City.
BACHELOR, · worth $100,000, will marry for love. WIDOW, worth $100.000, wants correspondent. ObJect.
D~Box 85, League, Toledo, Ohio.
ma.trlmony. L-Box 85, League, Tole.do, Ohio.
BEST, LARGEST MATRIMONIAL CLUB In Country. WOULD you write a wealtJ1y, pretty alrlf (stamp>Established 19 Years.
Thousands Wealthy wishln,:
Lols Sproul, Sta. H .• Cleveland. Ohio.
Early Marriaee. Confidential. Free. The Old Bella.ble YOUNG LADY, worth $50,000, pretty, will marry.
Club. Mrs. \Vrube l, Box 26, Oakland, Callt.
G-Box 350, Clul)•. Cimarron, Kans.
DO YOU WANT NEW FRIENDS? Write Betty Lee, $50,000 goes with pretty maiden when married. Club.
Inc., 4254 Broadway, New York City. Stamp appreBox, 55, Oxford, Fla.

MISCELLANEOUS

MOVIE FANS-Rope Rampton extend• personal btvlta-

ciated.
HUND REDS seekln&" marriage. It sincere enclose stamp.

Mr,. I~. \Villard , 2928 Broadway, Chica1ro, Illinois.

IF

LONESOME exchange Jolly letters with beautiful

ladles and wealthy ientlenien.
Jacksonvllle, Fl&. (Stamp) .

Eva Moore. Box 908,

SONGWRITERS
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG-We compass musle.
Submit your poems t-o us at once. New York Melody
("orporatlon, 405 E. Roman Bldg., New York.

TOBACCO HABIT

IF YOU WANT A WEALTHY, LOVING WIFE, write

VioJet RRYS, Dennison, Ohio. Enclose stamped envelope.
LONELY LITTLE FLAPPER, tired llvlng alone, ••ry
wealthy, wants marriage. 106 Mission Unity Club,
San Francisco, Ca.II!. (Stamp, please).

Any fonn, rlgars.
cigarettes, pipe, chewing or snuff'. Guaranteed. Harm•
less. rsed by over 400,000 people, Full treatmeht sent
on trial. Costs $1.00 If It cures. Nothing if It fallo.
Superba Co.. S-9, Baltimore. Md.

HOW TO FIND LOST PERSONS
Interesting Occupation for Boys
Detalls,tOc. PENNY WANTADS,
Box 899, City Hall Sta•• N.Y. City

Pimples

-.-

OLD

JIJONEY

WANTED -

$2 to $500 EACH paid tor hundreds ot Ol<l
Coins dated before 1895. Keep ALL old or
odd money. Send 10 cts. for New l11'11 Coln
Value Book, .4x6. You may have valuable
coins. Get Posted. W e pay cash.
CLARKE COIN CO. An. 18, Le Bo7, N, Y.

ASTHMA

HAY ravat Trea-t
malled on trial. State whicb
7011 want. lfiteoree aend 11;
if not, don't.••Write toda:,.

CII'

• • - • • LSTEIILINS. 8-H OllloA-. atDNff,,9•

TOBACCO HABIT Cured or No Pay,

Your skin can be quickly cleared of Plmplea, Black4
head•. Acne Eruption• on the face or body, Harben
Itch, Eczema, Enlarged Pores, Oily or Shiny Sk!Jn

FREE

mt FREE Booklet, "
'0 LEAR·TONB SKIN, 'tellin how I cu
myaelf after bein.r afflfctef for 16 rean.

·,Write today for

$1000 Ca•h HY9 I can cle• rrour akin otthe above blem ..hN•

E.S.GIVENS, 186 Chemical Bide,, Kan • a • Clty,Mo.

..

SZSOO REWARD
lor the Conviction ol
HO murdered John Blake? The country was stunned by the crime mystery of the year. A rich reward was offered. There were clews a-plenty. Circumstantial evidence pointed to ii dozen men. But the
Disrict Attorney didn't dare bring any one of them to trial. Then the Finger Print Expert stepped in I
With feverish excitement the crowd in the court• I can do the same for YOU. You may study right at home-In

W

room listened. Judge, jury, attorneys and onlookers leaned for•
ward in strained silence, eagertocatcheveryword. The young
Finger Print Expert in the witness chair was the center of at•
traction, as. with calm assurance, he gave the evidence that
convicted the murderer, and brought him the $2500 reward.

I Can Make YOU
a Finger Print Expert!
T.G.Cooke.
Prealdent

I have trained hundreds of the men now prominent in the Profession. For instance:..there's
Harry Passno, Chief of the Iowa State Hureau.
He had no frevious experience-no college or
high schoo education. He was just a country
photographer. I trained him.

your spare time.
Right NOW is the time to start. More trained men are needed
to fill the positions created almpst daily. Salaries are high.
Chances for bii rewards are
frequent. The Finger Print Expert is respected and deferred
U.ofA.S.Gr.ilaatea
to by all. I am offering you a big
llec:entQ: Appointed
opportunity. Will you take it?
Flaser Print Ex•

perts of tbe1e

Professional

Finger Print

................................................................................................ -Outfit-Free
A professional outfit, just like

Mail Coupon for Free Boo
UNIVIERSITY of APPLIIED SCIIENCIE,

ae20 Sunn,.•ld• Ava., Dept. A-109 Chlcep
Gentlemen: Wltbont an~ obllgatlon whatever

:,nt.=,
~~~•:,;l;~,r.. .}~:,trJ~Fftff~o~!
In Secret Service Intelli11ence

f-Iona! 11'1D11er Print Outtlt,

and tho Free Pro-

Na'""····••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·•···•••··
A.cltlrtaa •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

. . . . Btcllt ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,.A6t.,, ••••

the Finger Print Expert uses
in court, in the laboratory and
at the scene of crime, Is yours
FREE with this famous course
- of training. Also a course in
Secret Service Intelligence is
FREE to you if you enroll early,
Mall the coupon for 1111 free book
telUnir all about the explolto of
finirer 11r1Dt detoctlveo and full In•
formation ab o Dt tbll wonderful
profession, and your opportonltJ'
u a Flnirer Print E.l:pert.

States and Cldea.

State of Iowa
I
State of Idaho
State of Colorado
St. Paul, Minn.
ColambUI, Ohio
EIPuo.Tuu
GalTe• ton. Tez:u

- si!l:~~'Y.:.·Y·

EYerett, Wuh •
Wilke• Barre, Pa.
Llvln1111ton, Mont,

AlfT.~t~~-

fl:ouston, Tez:u
Batte. Mont,

w~.!~.~~!'.aeom,_

Blrmin11bam, AIL
Poeblo, Colo.

pf:.=:•~i.~.a.

Hanno, Cllba

Calgary,~

T-~??.!E· University of Applied Science
1930 SumlJtlde AvellUe

Dept, A-109

Qlcqo, llJlaela

